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G o  ah e ad , e x p re ss  yo u rse lf.  A l l  th e  b e n e fits  o f  h o m e  
o w n e rsh ip  aw a it  y o u  a t D o v e  C re e k  in A ta scad e ro .
W hat are you  w a it in g  for? It’s t im e  for y o u  to  have a p la ce  you  can  m ak e your ow n . You 
k n ow  you  can  afford  to  w h en  you buy a new  to w n h o m e  a t T he V illa s  at Dove C reek. 
H om es th a t m ak e a s ta te m e n t . Yours.
The V illa s  at Dove Creek
town homes 
3 to 4 bedrooms 
i ,4(vi to 1,896 square feet 
from the upper $300,0008
M O D E L S  O P E N  D A ILY . lO  A .M . TO 5 P.M .
(80 5) 462-260 5
Fake Hwy loi to Santa Barbara Road exit, then follow the signs.
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notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum," Student editors have full 
authority to  make all content decisions 
w ithout censorship o r advance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however the removal o f m ore than 
one copy o f the paper per day Is subject 
to  a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
Hrinted By 
U niversity G ra phic  Systems 
iigs.Cailpoly.edu | ogt(*CAlpoly.fdu
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San Luis Obispo
(on the corner of Johnson & Marsh)[ 
1203 Marsh S t  
San Luis Obispo 
541-5282
Pismo Beach
(located near city hall)
555 James Way 
Pismo Beach 
773-3535 *;
Paso Robies
(the restaurant on the Mil)
1221 Park S t  
PasoRobiM  
226-8867
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OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER M O N'SAT 11 : l 0 a m '2 J 0 p m  A  S p m -IO p iii  •  SU N  <
Visit the Talley Vineyards tasting room on 
Lopez Drive in Arroyo Grande to experience the wines 
that noted wine critic Robert M . Parker^  ]r. has called 
"world-class Chardonnay and Pinot N o ir" and 
"some of California’s most Burgundian offerings."
Tasting room open daily 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
^  Featuring Talley Vineyards ¿1 Bishop's Peak wines
Private conference room available for 
business meetings 61. group tastings
TALLEY
VINEYARDS
3031 Lopez Drive ok- Arroyo Grande^ C A  
(805I 489-0446 www.LaIleyvineyards.com
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After working in close quarters for the preliminary construction of the float, the Rose Float team now works on their 
parade submission in a new space in building 78. Cal Poly works with Cal Poly Pomona on the float every year.
Rose Float gets new  hom e
Justin Fassino
MUSTANCi DAILY
Although New Years Day is more 
than eight months away, the Cal 
Poly Rose Float Team is already 
excited about the competition. This 
year’s project will be built inside a 
brand new lab building which is 
more organized than ever before.
“The big thing about the new lab 
is that it’s a lot more organized’’ said 
Breana Dixon, a club member and 
industrial engineering senior. 
“There’s specific areas where we
have all the machining, where it’s all 
protected so that other people that 
are working aren’t likely to get hit 
by flying bits of metal.’’
Dixon said the team’s previous 
workspace posed many problems, 
like finding the correct part or tool 
for the job at hand. With the 
increased emphasis on organization, 
the new construction process will 
flow more smoothly. The lab was 
also designed specifically for the 
float’s dimensions; a higher ceiling 
on the new building will give the
student workers a better angle for 
their work on the top of the float 
structure.
The team is also trying to recruit 
new members to help with the con­
struction effort. Cal Poly Pomona’s 
rose float team, which creates half of 
the float every year, is nearly twice 
the size of San Luis Obispo’s.
“Right now the program is really 
small,’’ Dixon said. “We really want 
to get more people involved and 
help the program grow a little bit
see Float, page 7
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BEST AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE
by the Mustang Daily
Introducing Villa's Express Service
FAST I EFFECTIVE \ EFFICIENT
30 minutes or less!
Includes: Oil, lube, filter, &19-point inspection
by a certified technician
34 South Street location only I ph. 781-3925
VILLA AUTOMOTIVE
EXPRESS SERVICE Reg.^59.95
------ with coupon just-------
for a limited time only 
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Hours
M o n .-F r i .  3 - 7 p m  
S at. 8 a m - 5 p m  
Sun. 1 0 a m -4 p m
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Float
continued from page 5 
more.”
The Sail Luis Obispo team lias 10 
to 15 members who show up tt) its 
weekly meetings; the elub is hoping 
to adtl more in the near future as the 
first stages ot eonstruetion get 
underway later this month.
‘‘Whoever knows how to weld, or 
IS willing to learn, we can teach 
them,” construction leader and fifth- 
year mechanical engineering major 
j.K. Almanva said.
One of the reasons Pomona’s 
team is so much larger is because of 
their closer proximity to the Kose 
Parade. They tmly need to drive 40 
miles down the freeway every 
December whereas the San l.uis 
(Obispo students have a 200- mile 
trip, towing a large steel frame 
behind them.
liefore that can happen, though, 
the team has to iron out the ilesign 
work. First they spend close to lO 
weeks disassembling the frame down 
in Southern CLiliforina before haul­
ing it back to San Luis Obispti. After
the Rose Parade theme is 
announced in January, the ('al Poly 
Kose Float club holds a contest for 
float ideas. Once the w inner is cho­
sen, the team then hires a profes­
sional artist to create a concept 
sketch for the design of the float. 
From that sketch, whith is usually 
finished by Aprjl, the team spends 
their weekends making the drawing 
come to life. This year, the float will 
begin to take shape right after Open 
1 louse, which is when the team 
expects to receive the finished 
sketch model.
Dixon said that, although the 
workspace problem is solved, the 
team still struggles with its small 
budget. The bigger, professional 
floats the Kose Parade features often 
have a lot of money behind them.
After construction is complete, 
the steel skeleton w ill make its jour­
ney down the ctiast, where it will be 
surfaced and decorated with flowers 
by students from both Cal Poly uni­
versities. People all over the country 
watch it roll down the streets of 
Pasadena on Jan. 1, and then the 
process begins anew.
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
Solution, tips, and computer program at w w w m S Í Í M iÍ Í
HIGHER^GROUNDZ
Coffee Shop & Deli
• f xtffKitli Houtk
6:30wn-10pm M-F 
7:.^ 0am>10iwn Sat, Closed Sun.
• S|Wdrfty food and drink menu prepared al your convenient r
• C«H ahead service
• Spechd Anal exam hours for Cal holy & Cuesta students
• hnm udielaas Intcmet
• MemRy and axaerkweed haristas
«0S) 7 IM 2 M  • 3230 troad Street San Luh Obispo, CA
B u y  1 1
fo o d  i te m  I
at regular « 
price, get -I 
the 2nd of J “ 
equal or 8 > 
lesser  ^* 
value at
50% off I
Rent on cam pus at
1 8 0 0  r e n t - a - c a r
Car Rentals to ages 18 and up are now
exclusively available through Enterprise Rent-a-car!
Cal Poly Campus • Building 71 Transportation - near Cerro Vista
Certain qualification restrictions apply: Call 805.546.6270
Old-Fashioned
Home-Cooked Meals
________________________
Whole/Half/Quorter Oak Roasted Chicken 
Hot Daily Pastas 
Polenta Casserole 
fresh Dell Sarkiwiches 
Specialty Breads Si Salads 
Delicious Desserts
We malic evciything from scratch I 
Wc also catari
o
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Welcome Students & Parents!
Lots of Parking Available!
Save yourself from the hassle, 
come park here and walk downtown!
Leon & Kathleen Castillo, Owners
M o n -S a t :  1 1 a m -7 :3 0 p m 1255  Monterey St. - (8 0S) 543-9543
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C d K n ' c w a r e
Save J 0% by Reserving your Textbooks,
Purchase student supplies & kits.
Reserve your Textbooks and receive a coupon to 
save 10 - 20% on in-store purchases o f student supplies.
' B d o k r
Test /  Study Guides & 
Books o f Local Interest.
.• li'ff
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C o M ^ K t e r s
Direct links to Apple & Dell.
Low educational prices on software 
titles from Adobe, Microsoft, and more!
C / d  'T o ly
J\i(Tcka.nilise
Web Specials & new items every week.
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CK ^ O K fC  W c c k t u d
Fri. A pril 20  •  10:00am  - 7: 
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The A rt o f
R o b e r t  R e y n o l d s
Quiet Journey
Author Signing at 
El Corral Bookstore 
A pril 20 & 21, 1 lam  - 1pm
£/ Cdrrcil ^ ovkrtdrt 
at JioKse 'WccKmd Jionrs
Fri. April 20 • 7:45am - 5:30pm 
Sat. April 21 • 9:00am - 5:00pm 
Sun. April 22 • 11:00am - 2:00pm
Located in the University Union
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SAVE 10% when you reserve your textbooks.
GET the books when you need them. Reserve your texts online. 
CONVENIENT returns & INSTANT refunds.
LARGEST used book inventory (saving you $$).
GUARANTEED highest buyback prices.
PROFITS stay on campus which benefits the University.
Fall 2007 Textbook Reservation Starts August 1.
l^K
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•  Large selection o f Kids Clothing
• Alumni Merchandise
•  San Luis Obispo items 
Straight Down Golf & Leisure Wear
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Music Ensemble i
Harmon Hall @ Performing Arts
Cal Poly Orchestra  ^ ^30  p,m*^
Harmon Hall @ Performing Arts Center r ^ ^ S iL i  
...............................  ..........................
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And the winner is...
Monica Schechter, associate director cit' Study 
Abroad and International Programs, has been chosen 
as Grand Marshal of the 2007 Poly Koyal Parade.
Schechter received the news of the honored title, 
via hand-delivered letter, from 
two members of the Open 
House Planning CAimmittee 
responsible for selecting her.
Schechter said her initial 
reaction to the appointment 
VA'as shock, which, she said, 
quickly turned to joy.
“C'omplete surprise, that was 
my first reaction,” Schechter 
said. “ I was just very honored to 
he selected.”
Liz Sullivan, public relations 
director for the C')pen House 
IMamiing C'ommittee, said that 
Schechter was chosen Cirand 
Marshal for various reasons.
“We try to choose somebody 
that closely relates to our 
theme,” Sullivan said. “We 
chose Monica because she is 
deeply involved with the Study 
Abroad Program.”
The theme of this year’s 
parade is "Explore C\il I'oly: Begin Your Adventure.”
Schechter said the parade theme and the Study 
Abroad Program blend well together in relation to 
students.
"Certainly this fits,” Schechter said. "More and 
more students are seeing this as an aeademie adven­
ture. It’s very much an academic and cultural experi- 
*1ence.
Sullivan talked about the committee’s process for
"We heard some
W e heard  
som e nam es, 
b u t w h en  w e 
h eard  M o n ica’s 
nam e, w e all 
k in d  o f  knew  
th a t she was 
th e  one.
—Liz Sullivan
Open House eoinnuttee m e m b e r
finding nominees.
“We get ideas from the committee,” Sullivan said. 
"We discuss and choose that w'ay. It’s just like a nom­
ination process.”
Sullivan said the committee memhers had no difti- 
culty in choosing Schechter as the (irand Marshal for 
this year’s parade.
names, but when we heard 
Monica’s name, we all kind ot 
knew' that she was the one,” 
Sullivan said.
The parade itself begins at 9 
a.ni. at the intersection ot 
Cirand Avenue and Perimeter, 
winding its way through cam­
pus. The parade ends at 10 a.m. 
on Dexter Lawn, where the 
Cupelling Cieremonies for Open 
House will officially com­
mence.
Schechter has been 
employed at Cal Poly since 
May 2000, where she began 
working in the International 
Education and Programs 
Office. Schechter remains busy, 
mentoring her students 
through various study abroad 
programs, including the 
National Student Exchange 
and CiSU International
Programs.
Schechter said she is happy to see her students uti­
lize the multiple programs that Study Abroad offers.
"We are seeing students do more than one program 
and they’re really excited about it.” Schechter said.
“We’re really getting a name for ourselves on cam­
pus. "They all know where the Study Abroad office
IS.
MEMBERS ONLY 
CAL POLY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
'M ustang Merchants' Can  Sa ve  You M oney
Over 30 Participating SLO Businesses 
Show your CPAA Membership Card & Save 
Up to 15% Savings Offered
Mustang Merchant
Sw|>|M«rter «< I Imp 
< nl Pol« \ iu n in i Avtoctaliu«
M  for this mkm decal
The Sancturary Tobacco Shop 
Santa Maria Tire
Atmospheres Chase Home Morgage Division The Gold Concept 
B Anthony & Company Jewelers The C liffs Resort Holiday Inn Express
Bali Isle Coachman Inn Hydro Heaven Spas, Stove & BBQ's Subway-Broad St., SLO
Best Western Royal Oak Hotel Cold Stone Creame^ Inn at Morro Bay Subway - Laguna Village, SLO 
Beverly's Fabric Crushed Grape Wine & Gift Shop Jim's Campus Camera 
Boo Boo Records Curves, Paso Robles La Cuesta Inn
Bruce Owens Painting Days Inn, SLO Lamplighter Inn & Suites
Cal Poly Downtown Econo Lube N' Tube of SLO Peach Tree Inn
Century 21 Realty • Tim Riley El Corral Bookstore Planet Beach Tanning Spa
Subway - Los Osos 
Super 8 Motel, SLO 
Vagabond Inn 
Villa Motel 
Woodstock's Pizza
www.alumni.calpoly.edu
Embassy Suites Hotel Quality Suites
3/2007 (888) CAL-POLY
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Cal Poly to
access excellence 
in  10-year plan
Jennifer Hall
MUSTANC DAllY
Shaping the future of the 
California State University system 
is not an easy task, but it is a job 
that Cal Poly, along with the other 
22 CSU campuses, has been 
undertaking since November 
2006.
Through a series of campus- 
wide conversations, C^ al Poly has 
been aiding in the development of 
a new C'SU strategic plan, titled 
“Access to Excellence,” that will 
serve the university system for the 
next 10 years.
“The aim of strategic planning 
IS to develop some long term 
goals as an institution,” said Bruno 
Ciiberti, a faculty representative to 
the C-SU Steering C^ommittee and 
architecture professor.
The next step in the two-year 
planning process will be a system- 
wide summit that is scheduled for 
April 24 to 2.S in Newport Beach.
The summit will include people 
from each CSU campus, about 
350 in all, who will discuss their 
ideas based on six domains that 
the CSU Board of Trustees out­
lined. Cal Poly is sending 14 rep­
resentatives made up of faculty, 
staff and students.
“(The strategic plan) needs to 
come from the grassroots and be 
fed upwards so that anything (the 
CSU system) comes up with truly 
reflects the real need within each 
campus and ultimately the whole 
state,” said Unny Menon, interim 
assistant vice provost for Academic 
Programs.
After the summit, the CSU 
Board ofTrustees will take all the 
input from each campus and write 
a comprehensive strategic plan.
“We hope that in 14 months 
from now, we will have a strategic 
plan that will guide system-wide 
priorities for the next 10 years,” 
said Keith Boyum, CSU assistant 
vice chancellor for Academic 
Atfairs.
“Access to Excellence” will take 
effect for the 200H-09 school year, 
replacing the old strategic plan, 
“Cornerstones,” that has been in 
place since 1998.
A recent assessment of the 
Cornerstones strategic plan by the 
CSU system showed accomplish­
ments in nine of the 12 principles 
outlined.
“Cornerstones had some suc­
cess, but left room for improve­
ment,” Menon said. “The next 
plan needs to take note of those.”
The CSU system suggested six 
main points for the campus dis­
cussions including assuring access, 
connecting to P-12 schools and 
community colleges, fulfilling 
commitments to multiple stake­
holders, ensuring success m stu­
dent learning, faculty/staff excel­
lence to promote student success 
and campus/system identity now 
and in the future.
“The principles that emerge
will set the kind of rules for cam­
puses to develop programs,”
Menon said. “The students will 
experience either significant 
improvements or face constraints.”
Beginning in January, each of 
the seven colleges. Associated 
Students Inc., the Academic 
Senate and a group of community 
stakeholders, including representa­
tives from C'uesta C'ollege and 
Hancock C^ollege, met individually 
to discuss how these six areas 
could be addressed in their pro­
grams.
“C'al Poly took it verv serious­
ly,” Ciiberti said. "They like to 
think of themselves as a leader in 
the C:SU.”
One of the mam focuses for C'al 
Poly is preparing I*-12 students for 
STEM (science, technology, engi­
neering and math) areas of study 
that the university specializes in.
“Are we graduating people in 
those disciplines in numbers that 
satisfy the needs of the country?” 
Giberti asked. “The fact of the 
matter is that we actually really 
aren’t doing that.”
Some ideas that have come out 
of the planning conversations to 
address this problem are to begin 
more outreach programs that will 
assess students’ abilities at certain 
points during their education and 
then set them on the right track 
for eligibility in the CSU system.
“The university can’t just be a 
passive recipient of students who 
were prepared by somebody else,” 
Giberti said.
Another important focus is 
ensuring quality faculty and staff 
for the CSU system, which cur­
rently serves 450,000 students, 
19,(KM) of which attend Cal Poly.
“The strategic plan will ensure 
that the CSU lives up to what stu­
dents need,” said CSU media rela­
tions specialist Paul Browning.
Faculty/staff excellence was one 
of the most important domains 
discussed in the AS! discussion,
ASI President Todd Maki said.
“Rather than (eaching the same 
curriculum that’s been around for 
the last 50 years, we want to 
include industry that teaches 
towards the future, not the past,” 
Maki said.
The CSU sees “Access to 
Excellence” as a step in helping 
the state as a whole make changes 
in education.
“Part of the importance of the 
strategic plan is for the CSU to go 
to the legislature and say,‘look, 
this is an important problem for 
California and we’re part of the 
solution,’” Giberti said.
One of the challenges of the 
strategic plan is helping people to 
see the big picture and the long­
term effects It outlines.
“It doesn’t affect (students) 
today, but it will affect them 
tomorrow and next year and cer­
tainly in the next 10 years,”
Menon said.
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Come See Our 9 e^xv Spring CoCCection 
and Save on 'Winter Safe Items
Mention this cuf and get 15% off
expires 4/28/07
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SoH/ L u U  ObUpo: 
876 Higuera, Street $43-6^33
Reduce your student loan payments 
up to 60%  and free up some cash to:
Pay rent
Upgrade your wheels
Go oia a date
V iE U ia t io n  i n  M exico
Gtot a  ta tto o
B uy bling
Pay your parents back
P ay you r f  xienda back
Decorate your crib
stop  liv in g  off the dollar m enu
The Federal Student Loan Department at American Student Loan Services
has helped thcxjsands of students save millions of dollars in unnecessary interest through this free Federal 
program. Our unique knowledge In student loan consolidation can positively impact your future success.
Y o u  a r e  p r e -q u a lifie d  fo r  th is  F e d e r a l C o n so lid a tio n  
P ro gra m  b a se d  on th e  fa c t  th a t y o u  h a v e  s tu d e n t lo an s.
Your Current 
Loan Amount
Old
Payment
New
Payment
Graduated
Payment
$20,000 $235 $151 $110
$40,000 $470 $273 $221
$60,000 $704 $384 $331
$100,000 ' $1174 $640 $552
. 4
Exampl« shows new (jayment tigursd at the lowest Federal rate, prior to additional tender benefits. 
Assum es extended terms. Oeferment options and aU Subsidized Loans transfer over.
C o n sid e r  th e  a d v a n ta g e s  o f  
s tu d e n t lo a n  c o n so lid a tio n :
One low monthly payment -  saving you up to 6 0 %
Rates as low as 4.5%
1 %  interest rate reduction after 36 on-time 
monthly payments
Additional .25%  rate reduction for monthly auto-pay
Deferment options available -  No monthly 
payments during times of hardship
No prepayment penalties -  100%  of the additional 
payment goes to priricipal for early payoff
There are no credit checks or fees
The Federal application process is simple 
and takes just a few minutes
CaU 888-878-0422
or visit www.AmericanStndentLoan.com
Monday-Friday; 9 a.m .-l 1 p.m. Eastern; 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Pacific 
Saturday: 9 a.m .-6 p.m. Eastern; 6 a.m.-3 p.m. Pacific
AMERICAN STUDENT LOAN SERVICES 
FEDERAL STUDENT LOAN DEPARTMENT
VO roTVBi Lsrt i v h i v Dv
www.AmericanStudentLoan.com
April 20-22, 2007
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Could Poly Royal be resurrected —  sans riots?
A Cal Poly student’s senior 
project shows that Poly Royal 
could safely return to campus 
after a 17-year hiatus.
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTANG DAILY
Imagine for a minute that high 
school seniors. Cal Poly students, 
alumni and the community at large 
were celebrating Poly Royal this 
weekend instead of Open House— 
but celebrating Poly Royal in name 
only, without the negative connota­
tions of riots, arrests and drunken­
ness this name conjures up.
For her senior project, journalism 
senior Jemma Wilson conducted a 
public relations campaign to deter­
mine whether this change could in 
fact be made on campus.
“(It’s about) keeping the events 
the same, but changing the name 
back to Poly Royal because of its 
recognition,” Wilson said. “It’s 
nationally known as Poly Royal. It 
should be changed back.”
Poly Royal was cancelled in 
1990 after drunken riots resulted in 
140 arrests, ending nearly 50 years 
of tradition.
People would understand that 
the event is different than it was 
before, Wilson said. Furthermore, if 
the name was changed more alum­
ni would both know what the 
event is and feel welcome to come 
back and participate in it once 
again, she added.
“There’s no connection for Poly 
alumni who remember the good 
ol’ days, so to speak. People who 
graduated before 1985 don’t know 
what Open House is,” said George 
Ramos, Wilson’s senior project 
adviser and the journalism depart­
ment chair. Ramos graduated from 
Cal Poly in 1969.
“It would be a chance for Poly 
to retain some of its tradition 
(since) Poly Royal is unique to Cal 
Poly,” Ramos added.
Cal Poly has a long tradition of 
open house-type events, with the 
first, “Farmers’ Picnic,” dating back 
to 1904.
Fearing that Cal Poly could be 
shut down, the school needed a 
new event that could “show the 
public what Cal Poly was all 
about,” as Wilson stated in her pro­
ject. So, in 1933, the university held 
its first Poly Royal. Over the years, 
the event and its activities evolved 
and grew, attracting more and more 
students and alumni, and establish­
ing in the process a unique, nation­
ally recognized event.
But in 1990, Poly Royal took a 
different turn, resulting in three 
days of alcohol-induced riots and 
140 arrests. President Warren Baker 
ultimately decided to cancel the 
event permanently.
Four years later, the administra­
tion, with Baker’s approval, created 
Open House, an event that sought 
(and still seeks) to focus more on 
conditionally admitted students. 
Retaining several o f Poly Royal’s 
traditions. Open House took a dif­
ferent approach, trying to down­
play the party atmosphere as much 
as possible.
But what if a different approach 
could be taken once again? What if 
the events of Open House and its
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Club barbecues and rodeos have become staples in Cal Poly’s annual 
Open House. Similar events used to occur when the weekend was called 
Poly Royal, but the name was changed after students rioted in 1990.
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public relations campaign against 
“Party” Royal could be kept, but 
the name changed back to Poly 
Royal?
As part of her campaign, Wilson 
conducted about 200 surveys — 
giving about half of these to cur­
rent Cal Poly students and half to 
San Luis Obispo residents, some of 
whom were Cal Poly alumni. 
Overall, about 80 percent of the 
participants favored the name 
change.
She also interviewed key figures 
in the debate, including Open 
House coordinators and President 
Warren Baker, who ultimately has 
the power to change or not change 
the name of the event.
Baker is jwilling to make the 
change, mostly for the alumni, 
because Poly Royal is well known 
and liked, Wilson said. “ It has 
always been at the back of his mind
to bring it back,” she said.
“If there’s a strong enough push 
for it, it could be changed. There’s 
probably a lot of people who want 
it changed, especially in the Alumni 
Association,” she added.
But the current Open House 
committee is against renaming it. 
They said that alumni would be 
disappointed with the changed 
program, and that, more impor­
tantly, the change would reverse an 
image and an event that the com­
mittee has worked hard to create.
“Our thinking is that we would 
never go back to Poly Royal since 
we have new events,” said Lisa 
Bruce, one of the event advisers. 
“We really see this as an evolution, 
not that Farmers’ Picnic’or Poly 
Royal were not important,.but that 
Open House was created in 
response to change.”
Moreover, they have tried to
ensure that alumni are not left out 
of this new event.
“We have worked a lot on 
updating alumni so that they are a 
part of it. Plus, for 14 years, alumni 
have only known Open House,” 
she said. “(For alumni who gradu­
ated before then), our idea has 
been,‘If you liked Poly Royal, then 
you will like Open House, so come 
and check it out.’”
Mayor Dave Romero is also 
against the change because of the
damage and costs that the city 
endured when the riots happened, 
Wilson said. Although he wouldn’t 
be able to influence the university’s 
decision, he made his stance against 
the change known.
With these pros and cons taken 
into consideration, though, Wilson 
ultimately concluded that such a 
change could be made.
“It would be cool if they did 
change it, to know that I helped get 
the ball rolling,” Wilson said.
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Beyond the cafeteria: where to dine on campus
Daniella Orihuela-Gruber
MUSIANC; DAIIY
Variety and quality dominate what and 
where C'al Poly students eat on campus. 
For those reasons, (Campus Market is C'al 
Poly’s most popular venue, said C’ampus 
Dining associate director Alan C’ushman.
Fhe main hinction ot'C'ampus Market 
is to act as a grocery store tor students, 
particularly those who live on campus. 
The market also otters its most popular 
item, freshly made tri-tip sandwiches, 
from 1 1 a.111. to 7 p.ni., a salad and soup 
bar, pizza and more. T hey are open until 
10 p.ni. Sunday through Thursday, 
which is convenient for late-night food 
runs.
“Our food is healthy, high quality 
and it’s in a central location close to the 
library.” said (7mipus Market’s student 
manager aiul social science senior Evin 
Newton.
English sophomore Kachel Fong 
usually '.ivoids eating on campus, hut 
likes C'ampus Market the best.
“ 1 get a lot of Sturt there and 1 Itwe 
the ('alifornia rolls,” Long said. “ I’m 
happy that they supply some non- 
American foods like the mochi ice 
creams and sushi.”
Cavil engineering freshman Felicia 
Knox spends about $30 to $60 at 
C'ampus Market every week.“I don’t get 
groceries anywhere else,” Knox said. “1 
like that they have pretty much every­
thing I need and they accept Plu$ 
Dollars.”
The second most popular place to 
eat. The Avenue, has a wide variety of 
fast food places including Cdiinese, 
Mexican, Cdiick-t31-A, sandwiches.
Thei
AVENUE
IF' .w.
frozen yogurt, salads 
and more. The 
Avenue recently 
expanded to
include Chty Subs, 
an off-shoot of Chty 
Deli.
Electrical engi­
neering sophomore 
Alex Boatman said,
“ Its the only place 
my stomach is able 
to tolerate.”
Ciarden Cirille, 
the third most pop­
ular, is a made-to- 
order restaurant 
which ort'ers salads, wraps, pasta, burgers 
and home-style meats and sides.
Ciarden Cirille was created in 2005 
when Ciampus Dining replaced the 
Lighthouse, an all-you-can-eat cafeteria 
that closed due to its unpopularity 
among students. The concept was to 
bring freshly prepared food to the cam­
pus.
t f /
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Aerospace engineering freshman 
Andy Richardson used to work at The 
Avenue, but his favorite 
place to eat is Ciarden 
Cirille. “ It tastes better 
than the other food and 1 
can use my meal plan 
there,” Richardson said.
Eating on campus every day can get boring, so students 
like to dine at places with the most variety, like The 
Avenue, Campus Market or Garden Grille. Of all Cal 
Poly’s eateries. Campus Market pulls in the most revenue.
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Its a bird, its  a plane, its  super seniors
Cristina Albers
MUSTANC; DAILY
T he bachelor degree is commonly referred to as a “four-year degree,” but 
students today are arguing that it’s 
becoming unrealistic to graduate in 
that amount of time.
Super seniors, students still in 
college after their fourth year, are 
becoming increasingly common at 
Cal Poly. The college experience 
has changed over the 
last 50 years, requir­
ing harder classes 
and more of them, 
as well as several 
more graduation 
requirements like 
internships and 
senior projects.
Karen Owen, a 
sixth year electrical 
engineering stu­
dent, feels that those 
who do graduate 
within the four-year 
parameter are usual­
ly unemployed and 
unconcerned with 
e x t r a c u r r i c u l a r  
activities.
“Most seniors 1 meet are in their 
fifth year of college, and it’s not 
because they’re lazy or switching 
majors constantly. College is tak­
ing up more and more time,” 
Owen said.
The order of classes can often set gets the priority over the other 
back students a quarter or two. seniors? With all these hurdles. I’m 
Some students may only have a few surprised anyone graduates in 
classes left, but because of prerequi- under five years,” Landley said.
sites, the classes have to be spread 
out.
In addition, the number of new 
students is greater than the number 
of new classes, meaning the classes 
fill quickly.
Students who choose to double 
major usually expect to take longer 
than four years and add to the 
super senior pool.
In his sixth year, Sean Marsden is 
double majoring in English and
Jake Landley, a fifth year market- political science, 
ing student, only has two classes left “I knew it would be more work
- but I wanted to stay at 
college longer. I wasn’t
ready tO leaVe,”
If you’re a working college 
student it’s pretty much , 
impossible to graduate on time. 
The rules and standards have 
changed and so has the time 
frame that it takes to ftiish.
—Justin Coogan
N utrition fifth-year
to graduate. But, due to the over­
population of students compared to 
classes, he was unable to enroll in 
one of them and now has to take
Marsden said. 
“But six years of 
college is harsh, 
and now that I’m 
only a few 
months away, I 
can’t wait to 
leave.”
Extra activities 
like clubs, Greek 
life and more can 
also force students 
to take longer 
than four years.
Since Cal Poly 
requires students 
to choose a major before enrolling, 
many students switch during their 
college career, which can also cause 
a setback.
Several students also haveanother quarter before graduation.  to 
“As seniors we should get more work while going to college, part- 
priority, but in senior classes, who time or full time. This can take
p w n r  p r m w ?
away from time spent in class 
or doing homework, making it 
harder to take more than 12 units 
per quarter.
Justin Coogan, a fifth year nutri­
tion student, has to work full time 
to help pay for his college expens­
es.
“If you’re a working college stu­
dent, it’s pretty much impossible to 
graduate on time. The rules and 
standards have changed and so has 
the time frame that it takes to fin­
ish,” Coogan said.
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Study abroad skills 
attract employers
Andrea Zeek
Daily News (Ball State U.)
Surfing in Australia, fre­quenting the pubs in Ireland and looking at the 
lights of the Eiffel Tower in France 
sound like a vacation, but they can 
also help students find a job after 
graduating college. Even getting 
hopelessly lost on the London 
Underground subway can show 
impressive problem solving skills 
during an interview.
Studying abroad gives students 
an edge when applying for Jobs 
because employers look for stu­
dents with self-reliance and com­
munication skills that living in 
another country can teach.
“Employers like to see that job 
candidates have a wide range of 
experience,” said joe Goodwin, 
assistant director of the Ball State 
University Career Center. 
“ (Experience) studying abroad 
shows someone that is able to adapt 
and function in other cultures. It 
shows adaptability, being able to 
deal with unfamiliar situations and, 
for some students, the ability to 
speak a foreign language."
Students must recognize this as 
well, because the Rinker Center 
for International Programs has seen 
a 12 percent increase in the num­
ber of students going abroad since 
the 2003-04 academic year, RCIP 
director Jim Coffin said. An all- 
time high of 624 Ball State students 
studied abroad last year, he said, and 
more are enrolled this year.
Experience abroad globalizes 
students and helps them under­
stand other cultures. Coffin said.
“ It gives them insights into how 
to partner with overseas corpora­
tions,” he said. “It networks them 
with potential overseas colleagues, 
and it broadens their minds on the 
dynamics that lead to corporate 
strategies and decision making.” 
Elisabeth Zimkowski, a college 
recruiter for Dell Inc. who inter­
viewed Ball State students at the 
Career Center on Tuesday, said 
while students without interna­
tional experience are considered 
for jobs, studying abroad will put 
applicants at a distinct advantage. 
The kinds of adaptive qualities and 
problem-solving skills students 
learn while abroad are valuable at 
any job, she said.
Zimkowski said when recruit-
What other college newsp^ ier lets yoo
m  watch videos?
www.mustangdaily.com
Now hosting AP mnltiinedia videos and Cal Poly TV dips.
mg, most companies practice com­
petency-based interviewing, such 
as asking students to describe a spe­
cific time and place where they 
worked through an unfamiliar or 
crisis situation.
“This is where students can cite 
their study abroad experience,” she 
said. “ (Some companies think) past 
experience is the best predictor of 
future experiences.”
Senior Ashley Briggs, who 
planned to teach biology, said she 
spent three months at the Australia 
Center last spring because she had 
always wanted to visit the country 
and the center offered science 
courses such as marine biology and 
rainforest ecology. Her experience 
abroad will definitely enrich her 
resume, she said.
“It makes you a more well- 
rounded person,” Briggs said. “ I’m 
definitely more financially aware; I 
went over there with ‘X’ amount of 
dollars, and I had to make a budget 
for the entire time.”
Traveling around a foreign coun­
try by herself helped Briggs gain a 
sense of independence, she said.
“I wish I could do it again,” she 
said. “ I would love to go back. It’s 
definitely on my list of things to do 
before I die.”
Coffin said students also network 
through the classes they take and 
the places they visit.
“Exchange students have class­
mates from around the world,” he 
said. “Field experiences offer stu­
dents the opportunity to visit and 
learn about international work­
places and the issues that those 
workplaces are facing internation­
ally. Study abroad students also 
informally meet individuals from 
around the world with like inter- 
ests.
Students have made connections 
with overseas employers while 
studying abroad, he said.
Alumna Angie Manginelli, a for­
mer London Centre student, got a 
position at EUSA, a pan-European 
study abroad program that works 
with universities to provide stu­
dents with internships in Europe, 
Coffin said.
“They experience the joy of life 
that comes with making new 
friends and new experiences,” he 
said. “Most of us have an adventur­
ous spirit in us; it’s part of the 
human spirit. Every day is differ- 
ent.
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Drug, alœ hol abuse soars among students
Anna Zagari
D a iiy  Ca ) I IE c;ia n  ( P i n n  S i a i e )
N early 49 percent of full­time college students — about 3.8 million 
people — binge drink and/or 
abuse drugs, according to a rec ent 
study.
The study,“Wasting the best and 
the brightest: Substance Abuse at 
America’s C'olleges and 
Universities," was conducted by 
the National t'enter on Addiction 
and Substance Abuse at CÀdumbia 
University ((’ASA).
Kesearchers, who polled 2,000 
students and 400 administrators 
between 1993 and 2005, also 
found that 22.9 percent of 4'ull- 
time college students, which 
accounts for 1.8 million people, 
“met the medical criteria for sub­
stance abuse and dependence." 
Only 8.5 percent of the general 
population met the criteria.
Joseph (.'alifano, chairman and 
president of C!ASA,said in a state­
ment that college administrations 
are to blame for substance abuse 
and for the consequences that 
accompany it on campuses.
“C3ollege presidents, deans and 
trustees have facilitated a college 
culture of alcohol and drug abuse 
that is linked to poor student acad­
emic performance, depression, anx­
iety, suicide, property damage, van-
dalism, fights and a host of medical 
problems,” Califano said in a state­
ment.
C'alifano also believes the failure 
of “bontius bilate presidents and 
parents, deans, trustees and alumni” 
to become part of the solution to 
this matter is another problem.
Annemarie Mountz, a 
Pennsylvania State University 
spokeswoman, said she doesn’t
CoflegLi presidents, deatis and 
trustees liave facilitated a college cul­
ture o f  iilcohol iind drug abuse diat is 
linked to pcx>r student academic per­
formance, depression, anxiety, suicide, 
property damage, vandalism, fi^its 
and a host o f  medical problems.
-Joseph Califano 
President o f C^ASA
believe the reason for abuse of 
alcohol and drugs at Penn State’s 
campus is the faculty’s fault.
In fact, she said, the school has a 
number of programs and activities 
for students to enjoy that are free 
from drugs and alcohol, such as 
LateNight Penn State and others at 
the Universitv Health (Tmter “for
people who have been identified, 
or identify themselves as having 
drinking problems.”
Mountz added that, although 
drugs and alcohol abuse are an issue 
at Penn State, it is a problem found 
at college campuses nationw'ide.
Additionally, the study found 
members of fraternities and sorori­
ties drink and use drugs more than 
non-members.
The study said 88 
percent of fra- 
ternity and 
sorority mem­
bers drink com­
pared to Ul per­
cent of non­
members, and 
64 percent of 
these members 
binge drink 
compared to 37 
percent of non­
members. The 
study went on 
to report 21 
percent of these 
members use 
16 percent ofmarijuana versus 
non-members.
Grant Miller, the Interfraternity 
CTnincil (IFC') president, said he 
sees the abuse of drugs and alcohol 
at Penn State as a campus-wide 
issue and not one rooted in the 
greek community.
“ Involvement in any social
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group when you’re 
interacting with your 
peers can cause more 
contagious behavior,”
Miller said.
Miller also believes 
drinking at a fraterni­
ty IS one of the safest 
places to engage in 
such activities because 
of the positive 
response to their new 
policies, which restrict 
the social functions a 
fraternity can have.
1 he IK ' is recogniz­
ing the drinking and 
drug issues at Penn 
State via Training for 
I n t e r v e n t i o n  
Procedures (TIPS).
T IPS is an enrichment 
program to help chap­
ters learn about serving 
alcohol and intervening 
when someone is in 
need of it, Miller said.
A representative 
from the Panhellenic 
CTnincil was not avail­
able for comment.
Brian Mauro, ch4ir- 
person for the (Tmimission for 
Substance Abuse and Prevention 
(C'SAP) at Penn State, said the 
commission is taking initiatives to 
give students alcohol- and drug- 
free activity options.
C^SAP recently received a 
S25( 1,000 grant from the 
Pennsylvania Liquor (Control Board 
to develop and implement plans at 
all Penn State campuses to address 
high-risk drinking and drug abuse.
Mauro said they hope to begin 
environmental management strate­
gies, which would include adding 
activities for students that discour­
age drug and alcohol use and abuse, 
along with educational initiatives. 
The chairman also hopes to inform 
students who choose not to drink 
or use drugs that they are not 
alone.
Bob Kiilï, an English junior, said 
he wouldn’t consider drinking a 
problem at Penn State, but he does 
notice people planning their week­
ends around drinking. As a player 
on the rugby team, Ruff said he 
doesn’t drink much during the sea­
son; instead, he and some of his 
teammates opt for activities that
Q
A.s.scx:iAri;n i’Re.ss
Many students choose to “loosen up” during 
the weekend with alcohol or drugs, but may be 
unaware of their real dangers.
don’t involve alcohol, such as 
LateNight Penn State.
“There is actually some fun stuff 
there,” Ruff said.
Morgan Murtha, a sophomore in 
health policy administration, said 
her weekends often involve drink­
ing.
“If you’re not drinking, you’re 
bored,” Murtha said. “There’s 
always an excuse to drink.”
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H o w  to  p ic k  u p  a  c o lle g e  g ir l 1 0 1
she should want you or already does. 
Also a good smile and a little humor 
goes a lot further then a cheesy 
pickup line.”
“Be original because if she looks 
good she probably hears the same
Louis Mangene
The Daily Camel's (U. Connecticut)
Enter a bar or party and you 
might see a variety of girls — nice 
girls, quiet girls, Ugg boot girls,
sorority girls and crazy party girls on ¿hing all the time,” said Erik 
top of the bar dancing. You analyze Muschette, a communications 
the situation and spot a few girls that junior. “Be yourself because she is 
catch your eye. You approach one of going o^ like you for you.” 
them and ask them where the bath- »i think some guys are afraid to 
room is, because you lost your way approach girls because they’re afraid 
in their eyes. If you are tall, rich and of getting shot down,” said resource 
have model good looks you might economics senior Steve Moore. “Just 
get lucky with this line. However, if have more confidence and under- 
you are like most guys you are going stand it’s not the end of the world if
to have to try a 
lot harder.
Picking up 
girls involves a 
lot of work and 
can be about as 
fair as the on- 
campus housing 
selection lottery.
Getting a
woman’s atten­
tion and cre.it- 
ing attraction is 
one lif the most 
dirticult things 
to accomplish m 
life, along with 
reaching the 
summit of 
Mount Everest 
and watching 
the Lifetime — —  
channel for 
more than five
m inutes. It takes a lot o f  practice, 
de te rm ina tion  and hard w ork to  
accom plish this task, but th e  rewards 
are WLsrth it.
Most guys will admit that it is dif­
ficult for them to approach a 
stranger, much less a girl they are 
attracted to. However, this fear is 
normal and can be conquered.
The key is to feel the fear and do 
it anyways.
“ T he most important attitude to 
have when picking up a girl I feel is 
to be somewhat cocky, not overcon­
fident," said Mark Balkun, aa sports 
management senior at Fuidicott 
(Mass.) Caillege. “Act like vou know
Act like you 
know she should 
want you or 
already does. Also, 
a good smile and 
a litde humor 
goes a lot further 
then a cheesy 
pickup line.
—Mark Balkun
Sports inan.igi*inent iii.i)or
how he appears on the outside. As 
you may know, women are very 
good at paying close attention to 
details. Coincidentally, women’s 
emphases on details are not only 
useful for telling detail-saturated sto­
ries, but also for evaluating a poten­
tial mate.
Having good hygiene and dress­
ing well is important for your per­
ception of yourself and a woman’s 
perception of you. Good hygiene
includes keeping your teeth clean, 
taking showers regularly and trim­
ming your hair. Dressing well does 
not necessarily involve spending 
ridiculous amounts of money on a
see Pick up, page 20
a girl turns you 
down.”
The first step 
III becoming 
more confident 
111 talking to 
girls is to ana­
lyze and reflect 
on your self 
image. Ask 
yourself what 
you can do to 
improve your­
self. Let’s work 
on this by 
introducing the 
Lou Mangene 
principles of 
inner strength 
and power oth­
erwise known 
— as P.O.W.E.K.: 
P o w e r ,  
Optimism, Wonder, Energy and 
Kesolve. Power refers to the ability 
to see yourself as strong and confi­
dent. Optimism is the ability to 
think positively when things are not 
going well. Wonder is being able to 
dream big w hile energs’ refers to the 
ability to st.iy excited about improv­
ing yourself. Linally, resolve refers to 
your .ibility to keep going until you 
reach your goal. If you adhere to 
these five principles vou will find 
yourself making incredible improve­
ment in your success w ith women.
Self-presentation is another one 
of the most important f.ictors in 
your success with women. The very 
first thing women notice in a man is
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Online searches change dating c^mamic
Martha Irvine
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHICAGO — Dating used to 
be largely a matter of spending time 
with a love interest, discovering the 
good, the bad and the ugly in per­
son. If you were lucky, friends 
helped fill in some of the blanks. 
These days, the Internet — and the 
ability to check people out before 
they ever meet up — has forever 
changed the rules. For better or
worse, “googling” your date has 
become standard practice.
“1 often tell my friends that are 
still in the dating sphere to use the 
power of Google to their advan­
tage,” says Katie Laird, a 24-year-old 
Web marketing professional and 
self-proclaimed “social software 
geek” from Houston.
The results can be enlightening, 
surprising — and sometimes, a little 
disturbing. So Lairds advice also 
comes with a warning: “Don’t
google what you can’t handle.”
Hers is the voice of experience. 
In her dating life, she regularly did 
online research on her dates and 
turned up, among other things, 
“bizarre” fetishes and a guy who 
was fascinated with vampires.
“Not my scene at all,” Laird says, 
“and nothing I would’ve ever 
guessed over an initial meeting and 
beer.”
She also had to contend with an 
on-again, off-again boyfriend who
googled her on a daily basis to try 
and track her every move. The 
story did end happily, however, 
when she met her future husband 
online.
In some ways, having a social 
networking page — or pages — 
has become the new calling card. 
It’s a way for people to check out 
photos and find out what they 
have in common, even when 
they’ve already met in person.
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Pick up
continued from page 19 
huge wardrobe. It involves tapping 
into a style that fits you well and 
plays to your personality and inter­
ests. For example, don’t buy a pink 
polo and pop your collar unless this 
fits your style and look.
Now that you have your outer self 
adjusted, it’s time to work on your 
inside game. For all intents and pur­
poses we shall call this your “Josh 
Boone” game. Essentially, the “Josh 
Boone” game involves focusing on 
the little things, such as your self­
esteem and constructing it so that it 
works for you, rather than against 
you. Begin to see yourself as the 
smooth, funny, interesting person 
you want to be and visualize in your 
head potential encounters with 
women that end positively.
Once you get that part of your 
game right then you can begin the 
final and most difficult stage: the 
NBA. Notice the girl, bring your 
game to her and acquire her cell 
phone number. Walk into the room 
and scan the crowd and try to deter­
mine who you would like to get to 
know more and who’s giving you a 
second look.
Approach a woman and make 
conversation. Ask for her number 
and say goodbye. The process is as 
quick and simple as getting a park­
ing ticket on campus. Your attitude 
approaching any situation with girls 
should be that they are people. Girls 
do not bite; rather, they enjoy atten­
tion from guys and want to be 
approached. Thus, there is no need 
to fear rejection.
“The way to deal with rejection is 
not get rejected in the first place,” 
Balkun said. “Understand your lim­
its as a person pursuing a target.You 
can tell if a girl is interested in you 
immediately with eye contact. If it’s 
not there, don’t waste your time and 
the fear of getting rejected. 
Rejection is because you stepped 
outside of your league. Prevent it 
before it happens by playing the field 
smart.”
This goes along with the idea that 
women are the selectors in nature 
and men must pursue those women 
that directly or indirectly “selected” 
them. One does not need to look 
further then their local bar to sec 
this take place. In most instances 
when a man approaches a woman in 
a bar, she either accepts his approach 
or rejects it and he behaves accord­
ingly.
This concept is more than just a 
trend; this has been an integral facet 
of human life for thousands and 
thousands of years. Sure, you may 
have to make more of an effort to 
get what you want, but who doesn’t? 
That girl you approach and talk to 
on a Thursday night at the bar had 
to make an effort as well. It is not 
easy for her to go to the bar know­
ing she is missing out on McDreamy 
and all his aesthetic greatness on 
“Grey’s Anatomy.”
Next time you think a girl is 
attractive just go up to her and get to 
know her. Do not get caught up in 
making her out to be inaccessible 
because that is implying she is an 
object to go after which is not true. 
She is a human being and should be 
treated as such, she is not an object 
to use but rather a person to get to 
know and connect with. The moral 
of the story is to keep your game 
tight and treat your girls right.
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Australian inventor gets 
^Intimate’ with audience
Ryan Chartrand
MUSTANC: DAIIY
For many Americans, getting 
intimate with someone means hav­
ing a long conversation in a quiet 
setting or perhaps over a romantic 
dinner.
For Australian new media artist 
Keith Armstrong, however, getting 
intimate with someone means 
entering a fantasy world, leaving 
your body behind and plugging 
into a virtual space.
Armstrong is inviting people to 
get intimate through his interactive 
electronic artwork “ intimate 
Transactions,” which will make its 
American debut at Cal Poly as part 
of the Open House festivities from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday through 
Sunday in the architecture building.
“Intimate Transactions” is an 
award-winning new media work 
that allows two participants to inter­
act with their bodies through a vir­
tual world.
“1 wanted to use the body as the 
interface because ultimately our 
body is the interface with the 
world,” Armstrong said.
A half-hour session of “Intimate 
Transactions” requires two people 
to be standing on “body shelves” in 
two different locations. The shelves 
track each participants movements 
as they interact with each other 
through a virtual world presented in 
front of them.
“There are two universes and I 
can do whatever I want with my 
universe, and they can do whatever 
they want with their universe, but 
they affect each other,” Armstrong 
said.
As users begin to take objects 
from their own world and watch it 
begin to fall apart, it ultimately 
affects the other user’s world as well. 
The participants can, however, meet 
up in another space and give objects 
back to each other.
“So, the only way to reestablish 
previous states of balance in the 
work is to collaborate,” Armstrong 
said.
They also experience an immerse 
surround sound environment con­
sisting of eight large speakers and 
small, wearable speakers that send 
sound vibrations throughout the 
participants’ bodies. The work fea­
tures thousands of sound samples, 
including voices speaking in 
French, English and an aboriginal 
Australian dialect.
“It’s definitely something differ­
ent,” said computer engineering 
senior Chaitanya Patel. “It’s my first 
giant project to work on and I hope 
to understand a whole new type of
Futon &  Bed
w w w .FutonAndBed.comLargest & finest seCection in tfie country!
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COURTESY PHOTO
New media artist Keith Armstrong’s art allows users to interact through a 
virtual reality world. The exhibit will be open on campus this weekend.
architecture that was put together in 
Australia.”
The show is being produced on 
campus thanks to the help of over 
UK) students and four faculty col­
lected from such departments as 
architecture, English, graphic arts, 
computer science, mechanical engi­
neering, theater, business and oth­
ers.
One of Armstrong’s main artistic 
ideas behind the work was to stress 
the importance of sustainability.
“I’m interested in social and eco­
logical relationships and the idea of 
leaving an ecological footprint,” 
Armstrong said. “It’s the idea of 
what you do here ripples out and 
has an effect off in the distance.”
Although Armstrong predicts 
American audiences will have a 
“go-getter attitude” and try and 
take as many objects as possible, not 
everyone interacts with the work in 
the same way.
“You could use the basic game 
metaphor of taking objects, which is 
usually the way to win,” Armstrong 
said. “But in this, the more you 
gather, the more dramatic it gets, 
but the less you can ultimately do.”
He noted the three different 
types of people he’s watched inter-
act with the work around the globe.
“If it’s a gamer, they will try to 
grab everything. If it’s an investiga­
tor, they just listen and glide 
around,” Armstrong said. “Then 
there are those who are nervous 
about technology and don’t think 
they’re doing it right.”
see ‘Intimate’, page 22
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a gamer, they will try to 
grab everything. If it’s an 
investigator, they just listen and 
g^de around.
— Keith Armstrong
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Arnistroiig is partIS  ot tlu* 
Australian Transmute C'ollectivc, a 
group of internationally recognized 
media artists, performers, sound 
artists, programmers, scientists and 
system designers, which helped 
build “Intimate Transactions.”
The Cal Poly College of Liberal 
Arts and the College of 
Architecture are sponsoring the 
event on the Cal Poly campus until 
the end of June 2007.
“Intimate Transactions” has been 
presented in many shows across 
Europe and Asia, and was recently 
selected to represent Australia in the 
China International New Media 
Arts Exhibition accompanying the
200S Olympics program in lieijing.
Armstrong is also currently col­
laborating with a new media art­
work at C'al Poly called the Lunhere 
Ghosting project, directed by pro­
fessors David Ciillette and T homas 
Fowler. The project looks to create 
a new form of interactive cinema 
and electronic storytelling, which, 
like “Intimate Transactions,” will be 
used around the globe.
“Intimate Transactions” will have 
ongoing demonstrations over Open 
House weekend in the third floor 
and atrium of the architecture and 
environmental design building at 
the west end of Dexter Lawn.
The Open House premiere of 
the work will be followed by a 
series of smaller public showings on 
the Cal Poly campus.
C;OURTtSY I’H o r o
“Intimate Transactions” is sponsored by the College of Liberal Arts and 
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Poly wind ensemble to make movie music magic
Open House concert w ill feature music from  classics such as ‘Star Wars' and ‘E. T '
Daniel Seguin
MUSrANC; D A IIY
The lights fade and the curtains 
open on the giant silver screen. The 
movie begins with the familiar lines 
— “A long, long time ago, in a 
gala.xy far, far away ...” The words 
fade otf into the distance as the per­
sistent rumble of the giant ship 
increases until it envelopes all sense 
of being. And then we hear it, the 
first few notes that 
make the movie “Star 
Wars” memorable.
Sometimes, sound­
tracks are what turn 
good movies into all- 
time classics.
Who could forget 
the sinister, low-toned 
string section that per­
sonified the largely 
unseen shark in “jaws”?
Who could forget 
the gently flowing 
orchestral movement as 
“E.T.” phoned home?
Mtivie soundtracks have helped 
shape our very lives since the days 
of early childhood. And they con­
tinue to do so to this day.
If you want to hear them again, as 
well as many other musical movie 
faves, now you've got your chance.
1 he C^ il boly music department 
will present three different music 
ensembles on Saturday. Each ensem­
ble will play various selections from 
well-known movie soundtracks.
Professor William Johnson will 
conduct the C'al Poly Wind 
Ensemble, which will perform
Howard Shore s theme from “The her tickets.
Aviator.” “I’m very much looking forward
The wind ensemble will also per- to the performance and to see the 
form John Williams’ “Star Wars” caliber of talent that’s, at this cam- 
theme. pus,” Schmitz said. “Those students,
Johnson said that Williams’ theme they’re just incredible.” 
music is a prime e.xample of how a Schmitz will be attending the 
soundtrack can survive the test of concert with her btiyfriend, and
they are both anxiously awaiting 
Stnnetinies the music that s one section in particular, she said, 
written for the movie becomes really looking forward to
hearing the ‘Star Wars’ music,” 
Schmitz said. “It will be 
very exciting.”
Special guest composer 
Stephen Melillo will con­
duct the wind ensemble in 
its rendition of his own 
work, “Time to Back the 
Knights.”
('al Poly’s University 
Jazz Band No. 1, conducted 
by director of Jazz Studies 
Paul Kinzler, will perform 
tracks “Moon Kiver” 
(Henry Mancini) from the 
film “Breakfast at Tiflany’s” and 
“Almost (Tied” (Duke Ellington) 
from “Anatomy of a Murder.” 
Finally, the (!al Poly Symphony 
will perform pieces from Alfred 
Hitchcock’s film “Vertigo,” as well as 
the track “Adventures on Earth” 
from “E.T.”
“ It makes for a great concert 
because there is so much great 
music for movies,”Johnson said.
The concert will be held at 8 
p.ni. Saturd.iy in Harmon Hall at 
the C!al Poly Performing Arts 
( T m U c t . Ticket prices range from S8 
to SPL
Sometimes the music that’s 
written for the movie becomes 
more popular and long lasting 
than the movie itself.
— William Johnson
C.il I'olv Wind [disoinble director
more popular and longer lasting 
than the movie itself.”Johnson said.
Johnson said that tickets are cur­
rently on sale for anyone who wants 
to attend the upcoming concert.
Administrative accounting assis­
tant Koxie Schmitz said she is 
thrilled to already have her tickets.
Schmitz won her tickets via a 
drawing for full-time Associated 
Students Inc. employees.
Schmitz is not only a ('al Poly 
alumna but also a former member 
of the (^il Poly Wind Esemble.
Schmitz said that she knows the 
performance will be worth the 
waiting she has done since receiving
Ballet m aking big im pact on campus
Daniella Orihuela-Gruber
M U SIA N C . D A IIY
Les (irandes Ballets C'anadiens 
de Montreal’s performance of 
“Minus One,” by Ohad Naharin, 
began with a lone man in a suit 
dancing like a CEO whose compa­
ny just made the Fortune 5(M) list as 
people filed into their seats in the 
Cdiristopher Cohan Center’s 
Harman Hall.
Soon, he was joined by a crowd 
of suits who were doing a more 
restrained l-need-to-go-to-the- 
bathroom wiggle before bursting 
into chaos and then synchronized 
leaps. The curtain closed on the 
initial dancer screaming at the 
audience.
“Minus One” is a contemporary 
piece by internationally-renowned 
Israeli choreographer Naharin, 
who specially designed the perfor­
mance for Les Grandes Ballets 
Canadiens. “Minus One” came to 
San Luis Obispo as a part of Cal 
Poly Arts’ “(ireat Performances” 
series, which allows students to see 
events at the Performing Arts 
Center for only $.S.
The performance was a spectac­
ular gamut of emotions, as dis­
played by Hebrew chants, a playful, 
morning-after pas de deux 
between lovers, a singing she-devil 
in sparkling black spandex and red- 
booted stilts and a piece that fea­
tured the dancers’ individual con-
COURTESY PHOTO
The Les Grandes Ballets Canadiens de Montreal performed their con­
temporary ballet “Minus One,” by Israeli choreographer Ohad 
Naharin at the Performing Arts Center.
m u R i  i sv P H o ro s  
The Cal Poly Wind 
E'nsemble will be 
performing music by 
Howard Shore 
featured in the “The 
Aviator” and John 
Williams’ classic 
theme .songs from 
“Star Wars” and “ET” 
during the Open 
House concert 
Saturday at the 
Performing Arts 
Center.
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Tow.ird the end of the show, the 
performers left the stage and 
brought audience members onto 
the stage to dance w’ith them to an 
electrónica version of “Somewhere 
Over the Rainbow” and some salsa 
music. Throughout most of the 
performance, the often barefoot 
dancers brought sensuality and 
playfulness to everything they did.
Les Grandes Ballets Canadiens 
de Montreal, Canada’s premier 
dance company, was founded in 
1957 by Ludmilla C^hiriaeflf. Since 
then, it has had many famous 
dancers like Fernand Nault, James 
see Ballet, page 25
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There will be over 100 wineries 
from all over California offering 
wine tasting, appetizers, cheese and 
dessert at the fifth annual Cal Poly 
Wine Festival, which will be held 
April 28 at Santa Margarita Ranch 
from 1 to 4 p.m.
In addition to the food and 
drinks, there will be a silent auc­
tion and live music by Pipe Dream, 
a classic rock band from 
Atascadero, at the event. There is 
also a golf tournament the day 
before at Cypress Ridge Golf 
Course in Arroyo Grande.
The Wine Festival is organized 
and run each year by the Vines to 
Wines Club and the wine and viti­
culture department as a fundraiser 
to benefit the department. Last year 
it raised more than $5,000.
“Vines to Wines is a learning 
environment for students interest­
ed in getting involved in the wine 
industry,” said Amanda Uurbridge, 
an agribusiness senior and the 
event coordinator of the Wine 
Festival.
While many of the students 
involved are wine and viticulture
majors, students from all majors are 
welcome.
The planning committee is 
made up of six current students 
from a variety of majors, as well as 
two alumni and one professor who 
have been meeting every week 
since November.There will also be 
about 50 volunteers at the event.
More than 700 people attended 
last year’s Wine Festival, and 
Burbridge said they are expecting 
up to 1,000 this year. The golf 
tournament is expected to have a 
smaller turnout of about 100 peo­
ple.
Many of the festival’s attendees 
are Cal Poly students, staff and 
alumni, but the planning commit­
tee expects a more diver crowd this 
year.
“The makeup of the people who 
come to the event is changing 
every year,” said Andrew Parr, a Cal 
Poly graduate who is in charge of 
marketing and public relations for 
the Wine Festival.
“As the event grows in popular­
ity, more and more people from 
other backgrounds are showing up 
consisting of locals who are look­
ing to taste wine as well as wine
see Wine Fest, page 25
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continued from page 23
Kudelka, Edouard Lock and
Ciinette Laurin.
The company, which is celebrat­
ing its 5()th anniversary, has toured 
extensively all over the world. It 
has also performed at the Jacob’s 
Pillow Dance Festival in 
Massachusetts for two consecutive 
years.
Les Grandes Ballets Canadiens 
has performed everything from 
classics by George Balanchine, Kurt 
Jooss, Vaslav Nijinsky and many 
others.
Vincent Warren was a former 
principal dancer for the company 
who started dancing for it in 1961 
“I saw the company for the first 
time in 1960,” Warren said in a 
Montreal Gazette article. “Before I
saw them dance, I thought the 
name was tacky — so pretentious. 
But 1 was really impressed. They 
were a neat and clean company 
with very good taste.”
Naharin, who studied at juilliard 
School of Music, has performed in 
Europe and America. He was also 
the art director of Batsheva Dance 
Company in Israel, and is now its 
house choreographer.
Les Grandes Ballets Canadiens’ 
current artistic director, Gradimir 
Pankov, has been a guest instructor 
for the Paris Opera Ballet, the Lyon 
Opera Ballet, Nederlands Dans 
Theater and the American Ballet 
Theatre.
“My vision is simple,” Pankov 
said. “1 will keep searching for the 
unknown — looking for ways to 
move differently.”
Wine Fest
continued from page 24 
growers from all over the state who 
are looking to enjoy a weekend in 
the sun.”
The silent auction will sell 
donated items such as bottles of 
wine and hotel stays.
“Somebody’s donating a plane 
flight to Napa for dinner and 
back,” Burbridge said.
The golf tournament will be the 
kickoff for the event, beginning at 
10:30 a.m. on Friday with a shot­
gun start and a barbecue to finish it 
off.
“The event is a very relaxed one
where there is less business and 
more fun,” Parr said.
Tickets cost $30 for students, 
faculty and staff and $50 for the 
public. Designated driver tickets 
are also available for $15.
A golf tournament ticket on its 
own is $135, or you can purchase a 
package. Two Wine Festival tickets 
and one golf tournament ticket is 
$195 and one Wine Festival ticket 
and one golf tournament ticket is 
$165.
Tickets can be purchased online 
or at the Mustang Ticket Office.
More information is available at 
the Wine Festival’s Web site. 
www.calpolywinefestival.com.
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W ith fierce competition 
to enroll students, colleges 
lcx)k to celebrities
Dorie Turner
ASSCU lA I I I )  PkKSS
Al l ANTA —
C^illegc brochures 
tout Ivy-eovered 
campuses, plusli 
dorms and liigli- 
tecli fitness eenters.
Hut when it eomes 
to getting the atten­
tion of students — 
and rival institutions 
— nothing works as 
well as a little star 
power.
K e 1 a t i V e 1 y 
unknown schools 
like Fisk University 
in Nashville, Tenn., 
experienc ed a boost 
in enrollment after 
A1 (iore taught at 
the school. And well 
established sehcsols 
hoping to secure 
truly elite reputa­
tions are signing np 
celehritA' professors, 
like Atlanta s Lmory 
University did 
when it inked a 
fi\e-ve.ir de.il with 
acclaimed novelist 
S.ilman Riislulie.
Landing a hig 
name to teach gives 
a school an .lir of 
credibility with 
some prospective 
students it might not otherwise get, 
some observers say.
Sheila Peters, associate pnwost at 
Fisk, a traditionally black college of 
‘XKI students, s.iid Gore’s decision to 
teach at the school following his 
failed 2(HK) presidential hid thrust the 
school’s name into the limelight. The 
vice president also taught at Middle 
Tennessee State University in 
Nashville and C!olnmhia University 
in the wake of the election.
"I’m sun.' there were people who 
didn’t know about Fisk that became 
introduced to us by virtue of his 
being here, and we are forever grate­
ful for that,” asscK'iate provost Sheila 
Peters said. “I don’t think it hurt 
recruitment by any means.”
Students fixTin ccilleges around the 
Nashville area and cciinmunity mem­
ber were vying to get a seat in Cíom’s 
KKt-stndent class,and prospective stu­
dents were shuttled past Cíore’s class­
room. Freshman enrollment, which 
h.ul dipped to LSI students in 2001, 
jumped to 220 the next year.
C )ther schools to have gotten in on 
the act include Northwestern (Oprah 
Winfrey), Creighton (C’larence 
Thomas) and the University of 
Pennsylvania (Kal Penn, star of 
“Harold and Kumar Cío to White 
Castle”).
Emory already is fielding calls fixim 
current and prospective students 
interested in taking Rushdie’s four- 
week literature seminar next fill, 
school officials say.
Mark Schmidt, who took 
Rushdie’s class this semester, said 
studying with the author was like 
being in the classroom with a rock 
star. He said having such a high-pm- 
file thinker on campus gives students 
a sense that they picked the right 
place to go to college.
“Coming from New Jersey, a lot of
m
( o i  Kii m o l o
Kal Penn, the actor from “Harold and Kumar” 
will begin teaching cla.sses at the University of 
Pennsylvania in the fall.
people liave not heard of Emor\-. Hut 
tliey hear of this on the news, and 
they st.irt saying ‘M.iyhe tliey've got 
something going on down there,"’ 
said Schmidt, 27. “Students who 
would look at 1 l.irvard or Yale, it 
allows them to Unik at Emory, too.”
Marty Kaplan, who heads the 
Norman Lear Cienter at the 
University of Southern CCalifornia, 
which studies entertainment, media 
and cultua*, said bringing a celebrity 
to campus to teach is a sign that a 
school has emetyted on the national 
stage.
“The profc's.sors may be incadibly 
distinguished and be world renowned 
in their field, but it’s not the same as 
having name recognition with parents 
and students,” Kaplan said.
Universities in the Washington, 
D.C., area have long drawn popular 
political figures to teach,' including 
former Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright ((Georgetown University) 
and U.S. Supreme CCourt Justice 
Antonin Scalia ((ieorge Washington 
University).
This semester, former U.S. Rep. 
Harold Ford Jr., who unsuccessfully 
ran for Senate fmm Tennessee in 
November, is teaching at Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville.
“Harold and Kumar’’ star Penn is 
slated to teach two classes at the 
University of Pennsylvania in the fall 
— one examining Asian-Americans 
in the media and the other looking at 
teen films.
(irace Kao, director of the univer­
sity’s Asian-American studies pro­
gram, said she has been flooded with 
inquiries fmm students wanting to 
take the classes.
“If some students come in thinking 
they’re going to be hanging out with 
Kumar, it’s going to be a shock," Kao 
said.
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Q ueen’ to  take 
over C P  stage
Brooke Robertson
MUSTANC DAIIY
What does a Quentin Tarantino 
movie have to do with an Irish play 
about a mother and daughter’s rela­
tionship? “Explosive 
violence,” said C'al 
Poly theatre profes­
sor Pamela Malkin.
Malkin will direct 
the regional pre­
miere of Martin 
McPonagh’s darkly 
comical play, “The 
Beauty Queen of 
Leenane,” which will Pamela Malkin 
appear at Cal Poly’s 
Spanos Theatre May 
through 19.
M c I ) o n a g h ’ s 
favorite movie director 
IS Tarantino, and one can 
see the resemblance in 
his work, Malkin said.
“Beauty Queen” has very bleak 
moments, yet still manages to be tVom her mother, 
funny. “You laugh at the same time -H er one chance for an enio- 
as you cringe, Malkin said. tional life away from her mother is
The ride home from the theater severelv challenged.” Malkin said, 
won’t be a somber e.xperience.“ lt IS “Beauty Queen” features four 
eminently sad when you see char- student actors, whom Malkin calls 
acters dissolving, Malkin working with “a terrific luxury.”
U)
described.
The small set compliments 
Maureen’s shrinking world.
Theater-goers will be seated on 
a thrust stage, meaning the audi­
ence will sit on stage, three 
quarters of the way around the 
set. This creates more intimacy 
between the characters and 
their audience.Viewers will sur­
round the resemblance of a 
cramped, lower-middle class 
cottage, set in the Irish village 
of Leenane m 19S9
“The smallness of the set 
emphasizes the smallness and 
despair of the characters’ lives,” 
Malkin explained. “This is a 
claustrophobic home.”
Maureen’s daily routine is 
broken when Pato, a middle- 
iged construction worker, and his 
brother Ray, a hip and edg\ 19- 
year-old. enter her life. Maureen 
has a romantic attraction to Pato, 
which could lead her to escape
explained, but “life is full of humor, 
even when we see sad things hap­
pening.”
“The Beauty Queen of 
Leenane” focuses on the relation­
ship between 40-year-old Maureen 
and her 70-year-old mother, Mag.
Mag is messy, slovenly, selfish and emphasized
cruel. Maureen’s life revolves 
around taking care of Mag, and her 
world becomes “unbearably and 
unspeakablv small as she cares for a 
woman she hates,” Malkin
J '
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“The Beauty Queen of Leenane,” written by Martin McDonagh 
(above), chronicles the relationship between a mother and her grown 
daughter. It's showing at Cal Poly May 16 through 19.
S E L F STORAGE
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Malkin has no doubts about the 
actors’ abilities to master an Irish 
accent before the play’s premiere.
The play is “written in the 
cadence of how they speak,” 
Malkin said. “You cannot say these 
lines m an American accent,” she
A dialect coach was hired by the 
theatre and dance department and 
is currently working with the
see ‘Beauty Queen,’ page 28
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Voted 2nd Place for Best Haircut
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Killer hair at a price you can afford
We Specialize in Modern Hair Color & Cutting Techniques
Mon-Fri 10am-7pm 
Saturday lOam-Spm
973 E. Foothill Blvd. Suite 107 
Walking distance from Cal Poly
Call today! 
544-7202
But what it students have future 
plans that don’t involve working in 
the theater?
Business senior Ryan Courtis 
plans to go into finance when he 
graduates. What of his theatre 
minor? Curtis plans to use his the­
atrical abilities in the business pro­
fession.
“When I’m presenting in front 
of an office it’s the same skill,” 
Cmrtis said. Being able to com-
‘Beauty Queen’
continued from page 27  
actors. The coach helped deter­
mine which students adapted to 
the accent during casting and will 
spend over 40 more hours working 
with the students. “They’ll all get it 
down,” Malkin said.
Performing in an accent has pro­
fessional benefits for the individual 
actors. Being able to adapt one’s 
voice to different dialects is 
often a technical requirement 
directors will look for, Malkin 
said.
In addition to learning to 
speak in an Irish dialect, the 
actors will be learning about 
Irish history and culture.
The play will serve as a four- 
unit course for the four stu­
dents acting in the play. But 
don’t think students can sign 
up for a lead acting role just 
like they sign up for classes.
Casting is very competitive, 
and is not limited to theatre 
majors or even Cal Poly stu­
dents.
“The Beauty Queen of 
Leenane” features two theatre 
majors, one chemistry major, 
and one Cuesta student,
Malkin said. She estimated that 
60 percent of students who act c o u r t p .sy moro
in C:al Poly performances are “The Beauty Queen of Leenane” is 
theatre majors, and 40 percent performed by a mix of students from 
are non-theatre majors. all different majors.
“There’s talent everywhere at 
Cal Poly,” Malkin said.
Stephanie Agron graduated from 
Cal Poly’s theatre program in 
December 2006. She appeared in 
over 12 plays while at Cal Poly, 
including “Macbeth,” “One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,”
“Roundheads and Pointedheads,” 
and “The Crucible.”
“ It’s really accessible to get 
involved in the program,” Agron 
said. She credits the program’s small 
size in giving her lots of experi­
ence, both on stage and behind the 
scenes. Malkin estimates the 
department accepts 60 theatre 
majors each year
“You get an ample amount of 
practice and information about all 
aspects of theatre,” she said.
Theatre isn’t limited to acting.
The theatre and dance department 
fosters designers, technicians, cos­
tumers, directors, and people 
involved in all ingredients of the­
ater production.
mand attention in a room and 
make oneself heard is a valuable 
lesson for anyone. Besides, “it’s 
fun,” he said.
Biochemistry senior Peter 
Anaradian has always found theatre 
interesting. He is pursuing a minor 
in the subject as a break from more 
rigid science classes. Anaradian 
believes theatrical experience adds 
to being well-rounded and “gives a 
more personal touch to being a 
doctor,” his career goal.
Malkin advises all students to 
explore theatre and attend perfor­
mances in the same way many 
explore sports, art, and major class­
es when entering the big wide 
world of college.
“Theatre should be an integral 
part of most university students’ 
education,” she said. “1 hope as 
many students as possible make 
theater-going a habit they carry 
into their lives.”
^  It is eminently sad when you see 
characters dissolving, (but) life is full 
o f  humor, even when we see sad 
things happening.
— Pam Malkin
Cal Poly theatre professor and director
B o re d  w ith  facebook?
W W W , la ily ,com
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ASI makes the Cal 
Poly cxpcnencc more 
than just collc^
A ll Cal Holy students are stakeholders in
Associated-Students Inc. 
and gain all the benefits that go 
along with it. Technically, ASI is a 
non-profit corporation with the 
vision of being every students con­
nection to the ultimate college 
experience. It does so by providing 
opportunities for every student to 
develop themselves outside of the 
classroom.
These opportunities come to life 
through the Cal Poly Kec Center, 
the University Union, the Sports 
Complex and the Children’s 
Center. All students of Cal Poly 
have direct access to any of these 
facilities and the programs that take 
place within them.
ASI has several programs avail­
able to enhance students’ college 
e x p e r i e n c e .
There are
instructional or 
exercise classes 
at the Kec
Center, intra­
mural sports, the 
Craft Center,
Poly Escapes,
Rose Float, and 
S t u d e n t  
Government in 
the UU.
ASI is also the 
second largest 
student employ­
er on campus. It 
employs more
than 400 students every year in 
positions from facility supervisors 
to personal trainers to student 
management. Student employees 
are responsible for making deci­
sions about what bands are brought 
to campus for large concerts and 
UU Hour and which speakers are 
brought for the ASI True Life 
Series (i.e. Ron Jeremy, Jodie 
Sweetin). The student staff gains 
valuable work experience in an 
environment that makes student 
development its No. 1 priority.
As the primary stakeholders in 
the organization, students are the 
boss. Everything ASI does is with 
the full intent to better the lives of 
as many Cal Poly students as possi­
ble.
This is why several student lead­
ers and I have continued to talk 
with many student organizations, 
clubs, greeks and classes to find out 
what the most important issues are 
on campus. Doing so will make 
sure we focus on what all Cal Poly 
students think'is important.
ASI Student Government (a 
fraction of what ASI wholly is) 
plays a major role in both the cam­
pus and city communities. It holds 
the major responsibility of official­
ly and accurately representing the 
views of the students of Cal Poly. 
This has been a year of successes 
for ASI Student Government and 
for the students of Cal Poly.
We began the year early in June 
teaming up with the college eeans, 
the vice president for Student
team, it was 
found that the 
largest priority 
among students 
who use the bus 
system is to 
extend the ser­
vice into the 
late evening 
hours. Using 
these results. 
S t u d e n t  
G o v e r n m e n t  
has been able to 
collaborate with 
the city of San 
Luis Obispo to 
make the extension a priority.
Thanks to the hard work of stu­
dent leaders and city officials, the 
city applied for and won an 18-24 
month grant that will allow the 
SLO Transit bus routes most uti­
lized by students to be extended 
through even the latest night class­
es, fulfilling the No. 1 transit prior­
ity amongst students.
Amongst all the successes that 
have been achieved this year we 
have also been looking to the 
future. Student leaders have been 
conducting an extensive outreach 
program to uncover the most 
prominent priorities among stu­
dents.
Through visits to each of the 
residence halls, college councils, 
and many clubs, the crowded gym 
resonated as the most commonly 
shared concern. To develop a solu­
tion to this problem, student lead­
ers must continue to actively 
engage their fellow students to find 
out how they value an expanded 
Rec Center and what the common 
thoughts are.
The decision will ultimately be 
up to the students to choose 
whether or not they are willing to 
pursue the expansion of the Rec 
Center.
Most importantly, ASI exists for 
students. If you have questions, 
comments, or would like to get 
involved please do not hesitate to 
contact me. My e-mail is asipresi- 
dent@caIpoly.edu and I can be 
reached on campus at 756-1291.
Affairs, and the provost to commit 
over $28,()()() and provide students 
515 daily copies of The New York 
Times free of charge.
In fall, the newly restructured 
executive staff led by Chief of Staff 
Melissa Robbins came together for 
the first time and proved how 
strong a team they were. Every 
member gave countless hours to 
put together CP Next: Generation 
Vote, CP Next: Generation
Sustain, and coming on April 25 to 
26, CP Next: Generation Tech. 
These programs continuously 
bring out hundreds of students and 
serve to educate and motive stu­
dents to participate in the discus­
sion of crucial issues in our society.
From the incredible survey 
results that were recorded last year 
by ASI President Tylor 
M id d le s ta d t’s
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W hatPofy^R qis
won’t tell you  
on d ie tour
As a “conditionally admit­ted” student at Cal Poly, you’ve probably taken the 
Poly Reps tour. That nice little 
stroll around campus in the beauti­
ful Central Coast weather is usually 
enough to convince any high 
school student that San Luis 
Obispo is the right place for them. 
Especially since it’s just far enough 
away from your parents.
While the Mustang Daily editors 
are still just as much in love with 
Cal Poly as they 
were after taking 
that very tour, 
we’ve learned a 
few things since 
then. So we’ve 
come up with a 
list of things that 
those cheerful 
Poly Reps don’t tell you, but oh, we 
will.
1. You’ll probably  spend 
m ore on textbooks than food.
El C'orral Bookstore is notorious 
among students for its high te.\t- 
book prices, but there are other 
options like Aida’s Book E.xchange 
and screwthebookstores.com to 
help you out. Depending on the 
classes, students usually spend
7. If you haven’t applied for 
on-campus housing yet, DO IT 
NOW! Cal Poly has experienced a 
serious housing shortage for fresh­
men and many will have to live off 
campus this fall. While you can still 
have a great freshman experience 
living in Mustang Village or 
Stenner Glen, nothing beats the 
dorms.
8. Polyratings.com can turn 
your academic experience from
torture to satis­
fying. It’s a Web 
site that allows 
students to rate 
their professors, so 
you should check 
out how yours are 
graded before 
taking a class.
Do you agree with the edi­
tors? Post a comment on our 
wall or send us a letter at 
mustangdallyoplnlons.com.
9. If  you’re going into an 
engineering m ajor, you proba­
bly w on’t g raduate  in four 
years. It can be done, but you’ll be 
lucky to get two hours of sleep per 
night.
10. If you’re in the College o f 
Liberal Arts, you could proba­
bly graduate a quarter early as
long as you stay on track and take a
between S2.S0 and $40(1 per quarter -^j^ r^se load. So if you start seri 
on books, though some may spend j„
even more than that.
2. Take advantage o f  your 
PluS Dollars freshman year. The
money does not roll over to the 
next year, so whatever is left over, 
you'll never see again.
3. Studying abroad can be 
one o f  the best experiences o f
engineering major, 
you might want to think about 
staying in San Luis Obispo an extra 
year after you graduate...
your life. You should take advan­
tage of it and start planning earlier 
rather than later. C'al Poly is bur­
dened with bureaucracy so figure 
out all your steps as soon as you 
know you want to go.
4. D on’t store alcohol in 
your dorm  room . You think you 
can get away with it but you prob­
ably won't. And if someone finds it. 
you will get kicked out. We've seen 
it happen. You've been warned.
.S. Despite how big it looks, 
the Rec Center fills up rid icu­
lously fast. Go early in the morn­
ing or late at night to make sure 
you get the machine(s) you want.
6. Your room m ate could be 
either the best or worst person 
you m eet in college. And you
have no control over the matching 
whatsoever — so go with the flow. 
Be nice from the start and don't be 
afraid to change your ways to make 
a better living environment for you 
both. You should also call them 
before school starts in September 
(you’ll find out their contact infor­
mation over the summer).
II . Take advantage o f  your 
trips hom e. You can do laundry 
for free, your parents provide you 
with free food 24 hours a day and 
you don’t have to wear shower 
Oh. and you can be uncon-
ditionally loved by your parents. It’s 
a good feeling.
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Voted
Best Italian Food and 
Best Cocktail
* *
* Our beautiful dining room is open 
for lunch at 11:30am and dinner at 5:(X)pm
W eekend valet service • Reservations: (805) 541 9922
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GUS S GROCERY
Exactly as you 
remember it..
Open
7 DAYS A WEEK
GROCERY
Beautiful Patio 
Quality Sandwiches 
Variety of Microbrews
WE ALSO 
OFFER:
Homemade
Soups
Salad
Bar
Wraps
MON-FRI
WITH A $20 MINIMUM
COME ENJOY
SLO’s Best Patio
phone: 543-8684 1638 Osos Street [ San Luis Obispo
Please include your 
name, year and 
major!
Send your letter, in 230 words or less, to niustangdailyopinions@gmail.com. Or submit it at mustangdaily.com
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FandanQO Bihlco
Deltdouh foocf. Attentale Secuice' - MubtanQ Dai/y, 2003
Video game addiction 
can come between 
work, life, school
Happ4 H q u c  Doifi^  5:00-6:00 PM & 9:30-11:00 PM
'FancOmQQ iS. a San Luiii OStSpo keauice, an 
autfientic Basque BitJco' - LA Times, 2001
Come ancf enjoy cuilfientic Bowjue ancf 
Fcencfi CuWne! Tcy ouc unique 
CQcictoilk oncf doily mecioEv!
805.544.5515
717 Higuera St, Downtown SLO
Rangebar Merani
Sidelines (Middle T ennessee State U.)
With games like “Halo 2,” 
“Madden” and “World of Warcraft,” 
video games have become a big part 
of college campuses all over the 
nation, but they have also become a 
big addiction for many students.
Imagine a 19-year-old freshman 
male walking into class looking 
disheveled, lacking personal hygiene, 
with red eyes and an increasingly 
scrawny frame. The student avoids 
any eye contact, seems uncomfort­
able, angry and anxious to leave 
class. His academic report shows that 
he is frequently absent, falls asleep in 
class and his assignments are late or 
nonexistent. The student has few 
friends, procrastinates, isolates him­
self in his room, eats irregularly, 
sleeps two hours each night, has 
migraines and backaches.
These could easily be the symp- 
j toms of drug abuse or a serious ill- 
I ness.
I Instead, these are some of the 
symptoms of gamer addiction.
According to l)r. Maressa Hecht 
Orzack, a Harvard University psy­
chologist and founder of Computer 
Addiction Services, gamer addiction 
is an obsession with video game 
playing that usually begins in ele­
mentary and middle school. By col­
lege, the individual progresses from 
simple to elaborate games and the 
student is hooked.
An activity becomes an addiction 
when it is used to change an indi­
vidual’s mood and it then becomes 
an abuse when it interferes with 
“one’s work or school, or disrupts 
personal or family relationships, and 
becomes increasingly necessary to 
feel good,” Orzack says.
Former Middle Tennessee State 
University student Wesley Frey has 
had his days of playing video games 
all night and skipping class in the 
morning. A freshman in 2(K)3, Frey 
was lucky enough to get his tuition 
paid for by his father’s boss, but he 
didn’t take advantage of the oppor­
tunity that was given to him.
“I was going to school and it was 
being paid for by someone else. I 
didn’t have to spend a dime. But I 
screwed it up, of course,” Frey says.“I 
got really into a video game called 
‘SOCOM 2.’ I was playing all night 
and early into the morning and I 
skipped class. A lot.”
Adel Hemyari, a senior political 
science major, was Frey’s roommate 
during their freshman year.
“Every night I would hear him 
playing PS2 while I was trying to 
sleep,” Hemyari says. “I would wake 
up to go to class and I could still 
here gunshots fmm the game. He 
wasn’t ever going to class, no matter
how much I tried to tell him he 
should. I was starting to hear‘Fire in 
the hole!’ in my sleep.”
Frey continued to play “SOCOM 
2” and didn’t pay much attention to 
school. He managed to survive that 
first semester, but he wasn’t as lucky 
his second.
“1 was still hooked to that game 
and I really didn’t care about class,” 
Frey says.“l knew what I was doing, 
but I didn’t care. I was in a really 
good clan and we all played all night, 
and then I slept when I was sup­
posed to go to class.”
Frey ended up on academic pro­
bation that semester and didn’t 
return to school until fall 2005. Just 
when he thought he could get his 
stuff together, Frey got hooked to 
another game, this time the infa­
mous “Halo 2.”
“1 did it again,” says Frey. “My 
mom gave me another chance and I 
threw it away again. I was staying up 
all night playing ‘Halo 2,’ trying to 
increase my rank. This time I didn’t 
even make it through half the semes- 
ter.
Frey hasn’t been back to school 
since, but is now back on his feet, 
without video games.
“Right now I’m working in 
Nashville and I’m staying at my dad’s 
place. I’m just trying to make some 
money and, hopefully, get back into 
school,” Frey says. “I don’t have a 
video game console right now, so I 
don’t think video games will be a 
problem.” —
Even his friends can see the posi­
tive change Frey has undergone 
since giving up video games.
“I’m glad Wesley is starting to 
calm down on the video games,” says 
Hemyari.“He’s making some money 
now and hopefully I’ll see him at 
MTSU again soon.”
According to the Entertainment 
Software Association, US. computer 
and video game software sales grew 
6 percent in 2(K)6 to $7.4 billion — 
almost tripling industry software 
sales since 1996.
The ESA also reports that the 
average gamer is 33 years old, has 
been playing an average of 12 years 
and that 69 percent of American 
heads of households play video 
games.
With the video game industry 
growing stronger and new, innova­
tive games being developed, it does­
n’t look like the video game craze is 
going to end anytime soon.
College students all over the 
nation play video games more than 
they should, but still manage to get 
thnnigh school. Then.* are a few 
though, that become “game- 
hooked” and the symptoms of 
Gamer Addiction start to occur.
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Poly defies national trend in gender balance
Nationally, more women than 
men enroll in college, but Cal 
Poly defies the trend.
Samantha Freitas
MUSTANC; DAILY
T ake a look around and pay special attention to who you see. Whether 
you see more men or more 
women, chances are it is the direct 
result of your major.
The days of male-dominated 
universities are gone; in fact, 
women now make up 58 percent of 
undergrads nationwide, according 
the U.S. Education Department. At 
Cal Poly, 56.5 percent of the 
undergraduate student population 
is male, largely the result of the 
number of males in the College of 
Engineering, the largest college on 
campus.
Despite the number of males 
and females on campus being split 
pretty evenly, the percentage of men 
and women in each class can differ 
greatly depending on the major. It 
can be debated whether the pres­
ence of a certain gender in the class­
room has advantages, disadvantages, 
or no effect at all.
The largest gender divide at Cal 
Poly is in the College of 
Engineering, where 86 percent of 
the 4,589 students are male. 
Mechanical engineering Professor 
Dr. Jim LoCascio said the number
PATRICK TRAUTFIELD MUSTANG DAILY
Overall, 56.5 percent of Cal Poly’s undergraduate students are male. 
Nationwide, women make up 58 percent of college students. However, in 
the College of Liberal Arts, seven in 10 students are female.
of males in the major has really 
made no difference.
“1 think everybody should be 
treated the same,” he said. “When I 
look back on my career it s comical 
that both these groups think the 
other group is getting the unfair 
advantage.”
In his 20-year teaching career, 
LoCascio has had experience teach­
ing classes dominated by both 
females and males, as well as classes 
that were evenly split, throughout all
of which he never felt he needed to 
change his personal teaching style or 
noticed the classroom running any 
differently.
Architectural Engineer senior 
Jenny Jirschefske is among 34.6 per­
cent of the females in the College of 
Architecture and Environmental 
Design, which has the fourth largest 
gender divide at Cal Poly, and likes 
it that way.
“In classes with all guys it doesn’t 
see Gender, page 34
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gender breakdown at Cal Poly
U h d e r g r a d s
C o l l e g e s
Agriculture
Business 
Education 
Engineering 
Liberal Arts
Science and 
Mathematics
Total Bachelor Degrees Earned
Total M as te rs  Degrees Earned
MALE
56.5%
(9 .8 8 8 )
4 1 .8 %
Architecture
and Env. Design 6 5 .4 %
5 7 .1 %
2 5 .8 %
8 6 . 0 %
2 9 .4 %
4 5 .0 %
FEMALE
43.5%
( 7 ,6 0 0 )
5 8 .2 %
3 4 .6 %
4 2 .9 %
7 4 .2 %
1 4 .0 %
7 0 .6 %
5 5 .0 %
53.3%  46.7%
49.1%  50.9%
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Cal Poly students probably do n ’t 
care w h a t an origination fee is.
A s iong as they do n’t have to
0% Origination Fee Student Loan. You shouldn’t have to be a Finance 
major to figure out Student Loans. So. we’ll make it simple; U.S. Bank offers 
loans with no origination fees. Because we pay them for you. Pius, we’ve 
simplified the entire process to guarantee you a hassle-free loan experience.
Best of ail. it’s the one time in college you’ll be proud of getting a 0%.
Sta ffo rd  Lo a n  Benefits:
• Save 3% upfront with Zero Origination and Default Fees.
• 5% credit on original principal balance after 36 consecutive monthly 
on-time payments.
• 0.25% interest rate reduction when you sign up for automatic payments.
P L U S  Lo a n  Benefits:
• Save 1 %  upfront with Zero Default Fees.
• 0.25% immediate interest rate reduction when loans are disbursed.
• 0.25% additional interest rate reduction when you sign up for automatic 
payments.
• 5% credit on original principal balance after 36 consecutive monthly 
on-time payments.
(Available to graduate students and parents of dependent undergraduate students)
Lender Code: 827269
Student Banking. One of our Five Star services.
How many stars does i / o i i r  bank have?
usbank.com /studentioans j Student Loan C en ter 800-242-1200
Member FDIC
[ T ^ b a n k
Five Star Service Guaranteed
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SLO C ounty's Prem iere Thai R estaurant, s in ce  1965
Year after year voted...
“Best Thai Restaurant in SLO a
<8> TRADITIONAL & DISTINCT <%>
Alt delicious an d  served as in the Thai h om e
curries • house specialties • soups • noodles 
rice dishes • BBQ • seafood • vegetarian
FAVORITE LUNCH SPECIALS
Free Parking
Thai Cuisine on the Central Coast at its Finest
----------------------------- <8>------------------------------
208 Higuera Street 7965 El Camino Real 
San Luis Obispo Atascadero
(805) 541 -THAI (805) 462-THAI
/
<8>
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f
U p  to
1 0 °/® 4 0 %
o ff sto rew id e ! o ff S e le c t  Item s!
We are open:
*
M onday-Saturday  
• 10am-6pm
8 0 5 -7 8 2 -9 0 8 0
1349  M onterey Stree t
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matter who’s cool and who’s not. It’s 
less competitive.The guys are always 
willing to help you. I think it has 
perks being one of the only girls,” 
Jirschefske said. “I’m in one class 
right now where it is almost all 
girls, which is really rare. You can 
totally tell the cattmess. I’m not 
used to the cattiness that comes 
along with girls being in your class- 
es.
The College of Liberal Arts has 
70.6 percent female students, the 
third largest gender divide on cam­
pus. Psychology and child develop­
ment senior Nick San Juan, one of 
the 29.4 percent of males in the col­
lege, said being in the minority has 
advantages and disadvantages.
“It’s definitely a little bit differ­
ent. In high school there are both
guys and girls, and now I'm mostly 
surrounded by girls. I notice it, it’s 
definitely there, but it’s not that big 
of a deal to me,” San Juan said.
One of the disadvantages of 
being a male m a female dominated 
major, San Juan said, is that some of 
the lectures are geared towards 
females since there are more of 
them in the classes.
“As a guy surrounded by 30 girls 
in every class, it’s a pretty cool deal. 
Other than that, you just go to 
classes take the tests like everyone 
else,” he said.
The College of Education, 74.2 
percent females, and the College of 
Agriculture, 5S.2 percent females, 
and the College of Science and 
Mathematics, 55 percent female, are 
the three other colleges on campus 
dominated by women. The Orfalea 
College of Business, 57.1 percent 
male, is the only other male domi­
nated college at Cal Poly.
Waxma. bet on global 
warming^ can
ASStXaATKI) PRESS
Think global warming will raise the oceans enough to submerge C^ ape 
Hatteras? Want to bet on it?
An online gambling service has started taking bets on global warming, 
including whether it can submerge some of the East C^oast’s top vacation 
spots.
The odds that Virginia’s C^ ape Henry will be under water by 2015 — 
2(Kt-to-l at BetUs.com. Its odds for Cape Hatteras flooding by the same 
date — 30()-to-1.
Don't bet on it, says Phil Koehrs, a coastal engineer for the city of 
Virginia Beach. Koehrs said although sea levels are rising along the East 
C^ oast, scientists are not predicting anywhere near the levels and dates pro­
vided by the gambling service.
“No wonder the odds are so good.” Koehrs said.
That hasn’t stopped bettors from taking a chance. About 3,000 placed 
bets during the first three d,iys on online booking, said Keed Kichards, a 
spokesman for BetUs.com.
Most gamblers on the site have put down money that Manhattan will be 
submerged before New Year’s Eve 2011.
“Don’t ask me whv,” Kichards said.
Open House Special
Mention this ad & 
receive 10% OFF 
• Offering Vintage collectables • 
clothing »gifts • novelty items •
805-783-2890
1137 ('.arden St. 
Siin laiis Obispo, CA 93401
M n J , fr n i a
SLO 's most unitpie gilt shop
v^cjyone rememkrs their first time...
mustangdaily.com
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Atrium Café
at the Embassy Suites
2-for-1 Entreé
¿ ím tt one per rabie.
18% service charge o n  to ta l be fo re  d iscount.
En joy s tr ik ing  f la v o r c om b ina tio n s  a n d a n  impressive loca l 
w ine  lis t here a t  th e  A tr iu m  Café. O u r aw a rd  w in n in g  m enu  
presents m ode rn  Am erican a nd  European cu is ine w ith  an  
Asian tw is t. We lo o k  fo rw a rd  to  serving you.
8 0 5 -5 4 9 -0 8 0 0
i  in iit one per table. 18% servtre charge on to ta l before d ixount.Offer voM  now through SOO/P/ only at SI O Promenade. Must present coupon a t tiirse o f pure nase Offer not valid w ith any other offer or discount.
Crushed Grape
Buy one, get one FREE
Sandwich and drink
W ith  sandw ich  and  d rin k  purchase.
A IcKal w in e  shop a nd  de li sirsce 1987, specia liz ing in  h a n d  
c ra fted  sandw iches a n d  loca l g ifts  w ith  w ines fro m  ove r 150 
a rea  w inerys. Try o u r  m e tlo t tru ff le  ice cream !
8 0 5 -5 4 4  4 4 4 9
Offer valid now thrcxigh 5 /20 /0 / only a t SLO Promenade Must present coupon a t time offhtrehase. l im it  one coupon per customer Offer no t valid wirtt any other offer or d ixoun t
aquamassage
$2 OFF
One 10-m inute massage
Regu la rly  $15
Trea t you rse lf to  a  fu ll body m assage w ith  36 pu lsa ting , hea ted  
w a te r/e ts . P e rsona lly  ad fu s t the  w a te r pressure a n d  p u lsa tio n  
freque rK y  fo r m a x im u m  en joym en t... a n d  y o u  c ion 't ge t 
undressed o r wet. By ap p o in tm en t, b u t w a lk  inS a re  welcome.
8 0 5 -5 4 1 -3 1 0 0
Offer valid ix>w through S'20/07only a t SLO Promenade Must present coupon a t time o f purchase, l im it  one coupon per customer. Offer not valid w ith  any other offer or d ixexim .
Tahoe Joe's
Famous Steak House
FREE Appetizer
W ith purchase o f a meal
8 0 5 -5 4 3 -8 3 8 3
Offer valid now tlm xigh 5 /2 0 /0 /only a t 510 Promenade.Must present coupon a t time o fpurchox. lim it  one coupon per customer Offer not valid w ith any other offer or discount.
Mike's Shoes
15% OFF
One item
Regu lar price shoes. Selec r m erchand ise.
Serv ing  th e  San I  uis Ob ispo c o m m u n ity  since 1969,
Mike's Shoes o ffe r the  b iggest se lec tion in  young  m en  and  
wom en's com fo rt, dress a nd  a th le tic  shoes. V is it us a nd  you  
m ay  a lso  ask questions w ith  o u r  ce rtif ied  b oa rd  p o d ia tr is t 
a n d  a rra ng e  fo r a n y  special f itt ing s !
8 0 5 -5 4 7 -9 5 9 3
Offer valid now through S/20/07onty a t SLO Prcxnenade.Must present ccHipon l it  time of purchase. Lim it one coufion per customer. Offer not valid w ith any other otter o r d ixount.
I - L
Hometown Buffet
Lunch $4.99 /?eg. $7.49 
O R
Dinner $4.99 Reg.sw.eg
W ith  S tuden t ID  a nd  coupon
8 0 5 -5 4 1 -5 5 9 4
Offer valid now through 5/20/07 onty cit SLO Pron leriode.Must present coupon at time o f  purchase. L im it one coupon per customer Offer no t valid w ith any other offer or d ixount.
Taco Bell
Buy 1 Burrito Supreme,
Get one FREE
A $1.95 value. Excludes chicken o r  steak. 
Th ink ou ts id e  th e  bun.
8 0 5 -5 4 3 -5 5 6 8
OWpf valid now ihtourjh 5/20,'07 only at SLO Promenade Must present coupon a t time o l p u ichax  L unit one coupon per ruslorner. Offer not valid w ith any other offer or discount.
Relax the Back | Payless Shoesource
15% OFF
All ergonomically designed backpacks, 
purses and stadium seats
B eau tifu l, e rgonom ica lly -des igned  p roduc ts fo r  
th e  h om e  a nd  office.
8 0 5 -7 8 8 -0 2 2 0
Offer valid now  through 5/20/07onty a t SLO Promenade.Must present coupon a t time o f purchase. Limn one coupon per customer. Offer not valid w ith any other offer o r d ixoun t.
Applebee's
FREE Appetizer
W ith a meal purchase
Excludes Appetizer Sam pler 
E a tin ’q ood  in  th e  ne ighborhood .
8 0 5 -7 8 2 -9 0 8 8
Offer vcM  now through 5/20/07extiy a t S lO  Promenade.MuU present ccxjpon a t time repurchase. Lima one coupon per customer. O ffw rto t valid w ith any other offer or d ixount.
-h
$2 OFF
Any purchase of $9.99 or more
Coupon code: 16425 
Insp iring  fu n  fa sh io n  possib ilities.
8 0 5 -5 4 6 -9 8 3 8
Offrx valid now through 5/20/07only a t SLO Pronwnade Must present coupon a t time ail purchase Lim it one coupon per customer. Offer no t valid w ith any othe i offer or dixcHint.
Wamu
FREE
Checking • Checks for Life • Credit Card 
Online Banking & Bill Pay 
Gold debit Mastercard with rewards 
Access to your FICO score
8 0 5 -5 4 1 -1 9 9 4
Offer valid now  through 5/20/07 only a t SIO Promenade Must present coupon a t bme d fp uK hax . L im it one coupon per custonter O ffw  not valid w ith any other offer or d x  ount.
H
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Restaurants & Eateries
Applebee's Grill & Bar 
Crushed Grape & Dell 
Hometown Buffet 
Taco Bell 
Tahoe Joe's
Services
aquamassage of SLO 
Beneficial FlnaiKe 
Ongular Wireless 
Embassy Suites
Home D^cor/Electronics
Bed, Bath & Beyond 
Cost Plus World Market 
Gottschalk's Furniture 
RadioShack
Specialty
Gottschalk's 
Merlo's Cutlery 
Mike's Shoes 
Paytess ShoeSource
V ; Räax  the Back
A
N O R T H
L«gun« Lake 
Park
Located Just West of U.S. Hwy> 101 
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Rìse in health cate costs m ay a £ ^  students
Ashley-Marie Olgado
Daiiy Fokty-N infr (C:ai State Lonc: 
Beach)
T he price for health care can be a sensitive subject for the public and gov­
ernment alike. With health care
costs expected to double to $4.1
trillion within a decade according 
to abcnews.com, many people may 
be wondering how to pay for it. 
Currently, the United States 
spends more 
than 15 percent 
of its gross 
domestic prod­
uct on health 
care — more 
than any other 
industria lized  
nation in the
world, said Tony 
Sinay, director 
of health care 
adm inistration 
at California 
State University 
at Long Beach. 
By 2016, one in 
every $5 will go 
toward health 
care. Aside from 
inflation, there 
are several rea­
sons, according 
to Sinay. Better 
technology in 
the health care
BY THE
NUMBERS
$4.1
trillion
Amount spent on 
health care with­
in the decade
15
Percent of U.S.’s 
gross domestic 
product spent on 
health care
2 to  3
Times patients 
see a doctor per 
vear
industry means procedures like CT 
scans, MRIs and ultrascTunds will 
become more expensive.
The health care industry is also 
growing, and with that comes 
higher wages for more people. In 
the next 10 years, the health care 
management industry is expected 
to grow much faster than other 
industries, Sinay said. A few profes­
sionals in the industry refer to the 
growing industry and the rising 
costs as a “health care crisis.” 
According to Sinay, the industry 
will need more well-educated peo­
ple to manage these health care 
organizations.
Sinay said that an even bigger 
factor is that people are going to 
doctors more frec]uently and 
expecting more services. Patients 
are seeing doctors two to three 
more times a year than they did 
roughly 30 years ago. There is a 
high demand for preventative pro­
cedures and high-tech diagnostic 
tests that check for conditions 
before there is a problem, he said. 
As costs rise, patients expect more 
services and better health care, 
Sinay said.
However, not all health care 
consumers feel they get what they 
pay for. Sophomore Raymond 
Bessemer described doctor visits as 
going to “prescription drug deal­
ers.” Bessemer said that doctors 
seem to not listen to their patients.
often just handing out medicine 
recommendations within five min­
utes.
“Then you get charged $50 for 
it,” Bessemer said.
“We are never able to fix this 
completely,” Sinay said about the 
rising health care costs.
Health insurance, in particular, 
has been on the national agenda for 
years, but as private insurance 
becomes more expensive, the gov­
ernment will have to find other 
ways to keep costs down. Some
professionals say that 10 to 15 years 
from now, there will be a single pair 
system, Sinay said, where the gov­
ernment will have to provide 
insuiance to those who cannot 
afford it privately.
Another concern is how the ris­
ing expenses will affect people who 
get health insurance through work. 
If health insurance becomes expen­
sive enough, Sinay said, many 
employers will not be able to afford 
giving their workers the option for 
health insurance.
“Rifing costs do increase the 
number of uninsured people,” he 
said.
The people hit the hardest by 
the increasing prices for health care 
are the working poor, Sinay said. 
These people make too much 
money to be eligible for Medicaid, 
but either their employers do not 
provide health insurance, or the 
premiums are too high. The grow­
ing trend of health care costs leaves 
more and more people with no 
options for insurance.
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Despite busy schedules, ifs easy to start exercising seriously
Zach Subar
WASMINCiTON StjUAkK Nl-.WS (NYU)
NEW YOKK — Sitting down is 
so very easy. Right now, I sit by my 
computer in comfort, my legs up 
on my desk. The vast jungle of the 
Internet is at my beck and call; a 
television sits near me, its screen 
filled with unimaginable delights.
lint sitting down is so much 
more rewarding after you’ve exer­
cised a bit. imagine coming into 
your room feeling refreshed from 
having just run, or even from hav­
ing just taken the stairs a few 
flights. You’re tired, but you’ve been 
rejuvenated. You’ve got endorphins 
circulating through your system, 
and nature’s drug is making you 
feel high on yourself. You can surf 
YouTube knowing that you’ve 
burned calories, potentially 
reduced your risk of heart disease 
and generally improved your body 
in a myriad of ways.
O f course, this is easier said than 
done. We’re all busy, and we often 
don’t feel like putting in the effort 
it takes to move our bodies. The 
elevator doors are waiting for us 
with open arms, and the gym isn’t 
always easy to get to during a long 
day. Certainly, these are valid con­
cerns.
These excuses to avoid physical 
activity can lull you into a televi­
sion-watching, Cracker-Jack-eating 
pattern. If you’re used to not work­
ing out, chances are that it’s hard 
for you to think about doing it. But 
there are relatively easy ways to 
start to move your body without 
radically changing your lifestyle.
First, identify times when you 
have breaks in your day. It could 
just be 20 minutes at lunch — 
that’s enough time to take a short 
walk or to even go for a quick run. 
You don’t need much time to get 
started — after all, if you’re just 
getting started, you should be start­
ing slow anyway.
“You always want to start really 
easy,’’ said Marcus Overton, an 
exercise instructor at Coles Sports 
Center. “The more you do a partic­
ular pattern, the more your body 
gets accustomed to it.”
O f course, you won’t be able to 
run five miles or do 1(K) crunches 
right away. Set goals for yourself. If 
you’re outdoors, pick a landmark 
not too far away and run to it. Or, 
if you have an iPod with you, run 
for one or two songs, as a recent 
adidas commercial suggests doing. 
What’s most important is to do 
something that you enjoy that ben­
efits your health at the same time.
Starting small will allow you to 
get bigger as time goes on. Your 
initial five-minute walk might 
extend itself to 10 minutes; occa­
sional episodes of taking the stairs
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may become more frequent. You 
don’t have to be superhuman — no 
matter how intensely you exercise, 
even a little bit is a small step 
toward creating a healthy lifestyle.
“C'oining to the gym isn’t the 
end-all, be-all,” Overton said. 
“Once you start a fitness program 
that is a decent fitness program, it 
will improve your quality of life.”
O f course, once you’ve started 
working out regularly, you might 
lose some of the motivation to 
exercise that got you going in the 
first place. Don’t worry — that’s 
normal. According to the Center 
for Disease Control’s Web site on 
physical activity, “minor slips will 
happen.”
To avoid this, just try to remem­
ber what got you started in the first 
place, and see if you can use that as 
motivation.You could start keeping 
a training log to record your 
progress — it’s a good way to see 
how much you’ve improved from 
workout to workout, and therefore 
good motivation to continue to 
improve and to keep up your exer­
cising.
just remember that the impor­
tant thing isn’t being able to run, 
bike and swim for three hours 
straight. It’s the knowledge that by 
exercising, you’ll make yourself a 
healthier person, day in and day 
out. If you can maintain a consis­
tent level of physical fitness — and 
avoid the inevitable temptations 
that come with the territory — 
you’ll be a fitter and happier person 
than you were before.
“I didn’t do any (physical activi­
ty) at all last year,” said Chas 
Budnick, a second-year NYU law 
student who now goes to the gym 
four days a week.“ I didn’t only feel 
out of shape when I would exer­
cise, but also when 1 was doing 
other things.”
If you start now, maybe you’ll be 
able to move into your new place 
next year without the heavy lifting
putting you out of breath. Maybe bus that you missed without your certainly he healthier in the long 
you’ll be able to run and catch that legs feeling like lead weights. You’ll run.
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For Poly football team, 3 o f a k ind  w ill not be forgotten
In the history o f  college 
Ibotball, Cal Poly is the only 
school to receive three straight 
Buck Buchanan Awards for 
having the top defensive player 
in Division I-AA.
Tristan Aird
MUSIANC DAIIY
AS hard as it is to believe, they were all on the field at the same time in 2004. 
And at the end ot their collegiate 
careers, C^ il Poly linebackers Jordan 
Beck (2004) and Kyle Shotwell 
(20(t6) and defensive end Chris 
(iocong (2005) had all won Buck 
Buchanan Awards as the top defen­
sive phiyers m the Football 
Cdiampionship Subdivision (former­
ly Division 1-AA).
Cal Poly head coach Kich 
Ellerson reflected April 10 on what 
the bunch meant to his program.
“How did we ever lose a game?" 
Ellerson said with a laugh of the 
2004 season. “My hope is that in a 
couple years we’re talking about 
(other) guys. We still have those kinds 
of people, dreams and aspirations 
floating around.”
The Mustangs finished 0-2 in 
2004, the second of four straight 
winning seasons. But it wasn’t until 
2(M)5 that the program reached — 
and won a game in — the I-AA 
playoffs for the first time.
Both Beck and Ciocong parlayed 
their senior seasons into appearances 
in the East-West Shrine Cíame and 
invitations to the NFL Scouting
C'-ombine before being c hosen m the 
third round of the NFl. Draft in con­
secutive years.
Both players also had to spend 
their rookie seasons on injured 
reserve, Beck with the Atlanta 
Falcons after suffering a broken left 
foot while returning an interception 
in a preseason game and (îoeong 
with the Philadelphia Eagles after 
incurring a stinger/arm injury 11 
days into training camp.
Beck, though, had 13 tackles (11 
solo) in 15 games last season. He is 
now listed on the Falcons’ depth 
chart as the team’s starting middle 
linebacker. Ciocong, meanwhile, is 
slated to compete for the stating 
strcsngside linebacker job in 
Philadelphia.
Ellerson deflects praise for the 
unprecedented run of three straight 
Buchanan winners from himself to 
the program.
“I’m not sure that I take any spe­
cial pride in that,” Ellerson said.“I’ve 
been blessed to have that qualirv’ of 
guy. We play a system where we put 
guys in position to make plays and 
both of those guys — Kyle and 
Jordan — played the same (middle 
linebacker) position.That position, if 
we play well on defense, is going to 
garner a lot.”
One day after taking the award in 
December 2(K)6, Shotwell was as 
relieved as anything else.
“I was kind of relieved because I 
wasn’t the guy who broke the tradi­
tion at Cal Poly,” Shotwell said. “I 
wanted to keep the streak alive.”
Shotwell said he felt the award 
became a possibility’ following the
r
performance of his collegiate career 
in Cial Poly’s 16-14 win at San Diego 
State on Oct. 28, 2006. He had 12 
tackles (11 solo, five for loss), four 
sacks and a forced fumble in that
game, the Mustangs’ first win over a '^*'**^
l-A team since a 34-13 rout at 
UTEP in 2003.
“Going into the games, the 
Buchanan is not something you 
think about,” Shotwell said. “Cioing 
into the season, 1 thought if I can 
play my best, I’d have a shot. After the
San Diego State game, it kind of  ^ i
made me realize that catapulted me 
into a front-runner for this thing.
Toward the end of the season, you 
start thinking about it a little more.”
Shotwell shared Ellerson’s sense 
of wonder that all three Buchanan 
winners — along with future stand­
out nose tackle Chris White and 
free safety Kenny Chicoine — were 
all on the field together in 2004.
“It’s crazy to think we were on 
the field at the same time,” Shotwell 
said. “If you look back at that year, 
we had an amazing defense. We did­
n’t know exactly how’ good we 
were back then. That was a pretty 
exciting time to be playing defense 
at Cal Poly.”
That mantra of team defense is
something preached by Ellerson,
whose coaching staff employs a
double-eagle flex scheme that goes
1 4 » c  T *- » 1 • »U BRENNAN ANGEL FILE PHOTOfrom a 3-4 to a 5-2 front during the
course of a game. Linebacker Kyle Shotwell (left) is the most recent of three straight
But it’s the players executing that defenders to win the Buck Buchanan Award.
scheme, Ellerson said, who make it about it in the context of the team shared the same goals, dreams and 
work. and I do as well,” Ellerson said, aspirations and leaned on one
“Whenever you listen to those “They’re really close friends. They another in the hard times.” 
guys talk about the award, they talk
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1 He appointed 
the first
chairman of the 
A E C
4 Seaetive places 
14 Simple choice
16 What a standard 
deviation 
measures
17 Oscar- 
nominated 
actress for 
“Leaving Las
Vegas”
»
18 Like some fears
19 Hint
21 City at the 
confluence of 
the Lehigh and 
Delaware rivers
22 Team member
24 Without a break
28 Christmas at St 
Peter’s
30 First lady before 
Eleanor
31 2000 best seller 
on social 
epidemics
37 Climax at 
Daytona
38 Title boy in a 
nursery rhyme
39 Ability to let a 
pitch go by
41 Historic 
beginning?
42 Budget item
43 Doesn’t follow 
the party line
47 Pension 
supplements
51 Make good 
progress
53 Yellow bloomer
54 Artful gossip
58 Crackenack
59 Common 
elevator stop
60 Hedge fun?
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1 Precipitate
2 1987 BP 
acquisition
3 Jack's place
4 Program 
introduced by 
R .W fl
5 Person of 
intelligence?
6 Begin, say
7 Body shops?
8 Row
9 Singer/film 
composer Jon
10 In harmony
11 “Henry & June' 
role
12 Big inits. in 
camping
13 Broadcast from 
Rockefeller Ctr.
15 ‘ Go easy"
20 Office 
communications
23 How some 
stock IS bought
25 Go straight
26 Kind of section
27 Person in a 
class of one
29 Part of a ship
31 Cookbook amts
32 Compassion
33 Hall-of-Fame 
Viking Carl
34 Tales of derring- 
do
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35 Baseball, in 
slang
36 Dental routine
40 Cicero or 
Publius
44 Feed for a fee, 
as cattle
45 Fictional 
matchmaker
46 Things
48 Be a bad 
winner
49 Where you 
may have a 
yen for 
shopping
50 1994 Sandra 
Bullock film
52 Start of a 
Christmas 
chorus
54 Possibilities
55 Picked peeve
56 Mme of La 
Mancha
57 Traffic at Union 
Sta
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StnfFed m o n k e y  lead s to  arrests
FORREST CJTY, Ark. — An Arkansas State Police trooper suspected 
monkey business when he spotted a large stuffed animal perched atop the 
dashboard of a pickup truck on the interstate.
A trooper driving down Interstate 40 near Forrest City on Monday spotted 
a truck with much of its windshield blocked by a large, stuffed monkey; 
authorities said. When the trooper pulled over the driver, he could smell what 
he suspected to be marijuana and he searched the vehicle, police said.
Police said the trooper found more than 2,100 hydrocodone pills, 70 Xana.x 
pills and 85 Soma pills.
The driver, Tonya Rachelle Ciarner, 35, and passenger, Dennis Ray Ciarner, 
34, both of Willis, Texas, were each charged with several counts of possession 
of a controlled substance with intent U) deliver.
Oklahoma names 
watermelon state veggie
OKLAHOMA CITY — Oklahoma already has the strawberry as its offi­
cial fruit, so the state Senate cleared the way Tuesday U) declare the watermel­
on the state vegetable.
The measure was intrx)duced in the House by Democratic Rep. Joe 
Dorman of Rush Springs, site of an annual watermelon festival in August.
Sen. Don Barrington, R-Lawton, 
sponsored the bill in the Senate.
“The controversy on whether 
watermelon is a fruit or vegetable has 
been offrcially decided by the 
Oklahoma Legislature,” Barrington 
said. He said watermelon comes from 
the cucumber and gourd families, 
w hich are classified as vegetables.
Others are not convinced. Sen. 
Nancy Riley, D-Tulsa, said her dictio- 
nar\ refers to the watermelon as ,i
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HELP WANTED HELP WANTED HOMES FOR SALE HOMES FOR SALE ANNOUNCEMENTS
AAI - Santa Barbara County 
ACCOUNTANT-AUDITOR I 
($ 4 9 ,5 0 4  - $ 5 9 ,1 9 1 ) The Santa 
Barbara County Audito r-C ontro lle r's 
o ffice  is  look ing  fo r fu ll-tim e  
entry-level accoun tan ts . Bring your 
resum e and any qu e s tio n s  to  our 
on cam pus “ m e e t and g ree t" 
se ss ion  April 2 3 rd  (sign-up 
through M ustang  Jobs o r em ail 
H eather H ark less a t 
hha rk less@ co .san taba rba ra .ca .us) 
or su b m it an ap p lica tion  between 
April 23 rd  and April 3 0 th  at 
w w w .sbcoun ty jobs.com .
B a rte n d e r T ra inees Needed
Earn $ 1 0 0 -$ 2 0 0 /s h if t .  
In te rna tiona l B a rtender School w ill 
be back in Slo one week only. 
D ay/ Eve. c la sses . Job p lacem ent. 
1 -8 0 0 -8 5 9 -4 1 0 9  
w w w .b a rte n d u sa .la
SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
M ust be Great w ith  ch ild ren , fun 
and co m m itted  to  teach  a t the 
5 C ities .S w im  Club Arroyo Grande 
(8 0 5 ) 4 8 1 -6 3 9 9
K id 's  C am p C ounse lo rs
The C ity o f M orro Bay is  hiring 
C ounse lo rs  fo r th e ir  Sum m er 
K id ’s Cam p program . This is a 
pa rt-tim e pos ition , 2 0  4 0 /  wk. 
beg inn ing June 18 th  and running 
th ru  August 17 th . $ 8 .2 1 -8 .5 3 /  hr.
S ta ff is respons ib le  fo r ch ild  
superv is ion  as well as prepara tion 
and provid ing age appropria te  
a c tiv itie s  and excurs ions. To apply, 
co n tac t the  City o f M orro Bay 
at 7 7 2 -6 2 0 7  or v is it ou r w ebsite : 
www .m orro-bay.ca.us. 
D ead line  to  app ly : 5 / 1 8 / 0 7 .
LA Area Sum m er C am ps 
w w w .daycam pjobs.com /s lo
Entrepreneurs W anted! 
Look ing  to  ge t in to  the  best in 
hom e-based  bu s ine ss?  W e ’re 
seek ing  h a rd -w o rk ing  bus iness  
m inded  s tu den ts . N o exp. 
necessary. T ra in ing  p rov ided . 
Pay from  a $1 0 0  to  $1 (XX)-f a 
w eek  de pen d ing  on  qua lifica tions. 
C on tac t: (805) 78 7 -0567
FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
w w w .daycam pjobs.com /s lo
RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts.
Now Renting fo r 2 0 0 7 -2 0 0 8  
Walk (m in) to  Cal Poly 
Nice, C lean, Well M a in t.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom  Apts. 
Inc ludes: Cable &  In te rne t 
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail., 
s lo ren ta ls .com  or 5 4 4 -3 9 5 2
S u m m e r S u b lea se  $680  O B O  
1 b d rm / lb a th  ap a rtm e n t, balcony,
parking , no pe ts , 1 0  m in walk to  
Cal Poly. Enough room fo r two. 
Call Jackie (4 0 8 ) 8 2 1 -6 2 5 3
1 bdrm  AVAILABLE NOW 
3 0  ft. from  cam pus on Grano Ave. 
Call Jared (8 0 5 ) 2 1 8 -1 7 2 3
FOR SALE
Parabody Hip S le d /L e g  Press 
Solid co ns tru c tion  fo r exceptiona l 
s tab ility . In great co nd ition . Bu ilds 
strong legs. Call 5 4 6 -9 0 1 7 . 
Only $ 2 0 0
La Canada V illage -  a fun place to  live 
F ive Condos -  Open fo r your In sp e c tio n  
Saturday, 1  - 4pm  
1 7 5 0  Prefum o Canyon Rd. 
co rner o f Del Rio & Prefum o Cyn. Rd.
Quick and easy drive to  cam pus, pool, g reat b ik iing  and h ik ing  area, 
beau tifu lly  kept com plex near go lf and Laguna Lake 
F ive easy p ic ks :
- No. 2 : 2 BR 1 &  1 /2  BA 2 s to ry  end un it -  fee ls  like a house, fron t
Del Rio, Courtyard &  views: $ 3 6 5 ,0 0 0
- No. 8 1 ' 2BR 1 BA ground flo o r un it near pool. P icture perfect Pottery
Barn rem odel -  ow ner occup ied. $ 3 7 2 ,0 0 0  
Nancy A llison 4 3 1 -8 5 5 4  Keller W illiam s Realty- Centra l C oast 7 7 3 -7 7 7 7  
- No. 5 3 : 2  BR 1 BA ground level un it updated & upgraded. 
Owner-occupied, easy access. $ 3 7 9 ,0 0 0  
Andrea Perkins 7 4 8 -3 1 6 0  
Keller W illiam s Realty- Centra l C oast 7 7 3 -7 7 7 7  
- No. 8 : 3BR 2 BA un it -  G reat investm ent opportun ity . Leased t il l June. 
C lose to  everyth ing. N ice views. $ 4 1 0 ,0 0 0  
M arcella  Zundell 5 9 6 -4 4 7 7  Coldwell Banker Prem ier 5 4 4 -7 8 8 4  
- No. 8 0 : 3BR 2 BA rem ode led view un it w/- Pergo Floors, updated 
tile  k itchen &  ba th , new w indow s: $ 4 2 9 ,0 0 0  
Alex Gough 7 4 8 -5 9 5 2  Adobe Realty
R enova ted  3  b a th /2  b a th  Hom e
1 m ile  from  Cal Poly. B loom ing 
landscape w ith pavert driveway 
and pa tio . New underground 
u tilit ie s  (w a te r/g a s /s e w e r). 
New exterio r and in te rio r pa in t 
w ith  Am erican clay plaster. New 
ca rpe t and tile  th roughou t. 
Trapertine coun te rs  and s la te  
ba throom s. Asking 5 9 6K  
Open House Sunday 
A p ril 2 2 , l l - 3 p m  
C ontact Levi (7 0 6 ) 4 0 2 -0 5 5 5  
or lev i3344@ hotm a il.com
For Sa le ! Kentucky @ S ta ffo rd , 
4  bed 2 ba & a s tud io  on a 
large corner lo t w ith in  m inu tes  
o f Cal Poly! $ 7 4 9 .0 0 0 . 
C ontact: (8 0 5 ) 3 4 5  - 0 7 6 8  
(p ic tu re  ava ilab le  on line )
Free L is t o f all H ouses and 
Condos fo r sa le  in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 6 -1 9 9 0  or em ail 
s teve@ slohom es.com
C lass ified  Ads W ebsite  
A d s  O n lin e  a n d  o n  p r in t !  
w w w .m us tang da ily .ne t
W ant to  place a c la ss ifie d  ad? 
Call Jackie a t 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3  o r em ail 
c lassifieds@ m ustangda ily .ne t
Downtown SLO Condo 
Just L is ted on 4 /1 2 .  Two 
Bedroom , One Bath Condo. 
$ 3 4 9 ,9 0 0 . Photos and in fo  at 
680C horro .com .
Keith Byrd, Century 2 1 . 4 5 9 -4 7 2 3
SKYDIVE TAFT
100%  ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
S tu d e n t D iscoun t 
w w w .skyd ive ta ft.c o m  
(6 6 1 ) 7 6 5 -5 8 6 7
C all fo r A r t !
Seeking artw ork fo r “ Faces o f 
Truth“ a rt ga lle ry h igh lighting 
cu rren t issues  fac ing  Africa. 
C ontact (4 0 8 ) 8 2 1 -6 2 5 3
Inv is ib le  C h ild ren  Film screen ings 
and “ D isp lace M e" to  L.A. 
Find ou t m ore a t UU 2 1 7  or em ail 
RaisetheRespect@ gm ail.com
LOST AND FOUND
LOST CAT S iam ese M ale K itten 
5 m onths old "Ace" Last seen 
on Fredericks St If found call 
(5 5 9 ) 3 5 8 -6 2 3 8
LOST 1GB USB fla sh  drive 
w /S e n io r Project! (5 1 0 ) 3 8 6 -8 3 7 1
LOST Sam sung phone SGH-T629 
C ontact Andre: (6 2 6 ) 2 4 1 -0 5 2 3
LOST brown, lea ther tr ifo ld  w a lle t 
in bus iness bldg. (8 3 1 ) 3 2 5 -1 5 6 2
LOST S ilver Tiffany b race le t w ith 
heart. P lease call 7 0 5 -6 0 9 0
REWARD fo r los t gold b race le t w ith 
heart and "Frances" engraved 
Please ca ll: (8 0 5 ) 4 6 4  1 0 0 0
FOUND BMX Bike, Call w ith 
descrip tion  (8 5 8 ) 4 4 2 -6 0 0 4
Not lis ted?  C heck Lost and 
Found a t B ldg. 70 or ca ll 756-7469
M iss ing  anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE
40
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Medicaid rebate cuts make contraceptives more expensive
Christina Hansen
Kansas S i Ait C'oiiFiiiAN (Kansas S iaif. U.)
M edicaid cuts aimed at reducing the national deficit have doubled 
— even tripled — birth control 
prices at many university health 
centers across the country.
The U.S. House ot
Kepresentatives narrowly passed 
the Deficit Reduction Bill in 2005 
with a 217-215 vote, and it went 
into effect December 2006. The 
bill will save an estimated $50 bil­
lion over the next five years by reg­
ulating government spending on 
programs like Medicare and 
Medicaid, and changing student 
loan formulas.
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According to a March 30 article 
in the Illinois State University 
Daily Vidette, one measure in the 
Deficit Reduction Bill rescinded a 
Medicaid rebate statute that 
allowed drug manufacturers to sell 
medications to health care 
providers wht^  ^ treat low-income 
patients at a nominal price. These 
health care providers, in turn, could 
offer patients prescription drugs at 
a discounted price without having 
to pay rebates back to the state.
The 2005 bill reduced the num­
ber of groups included 
in the rebate statute and _____ 
eliminated colleges and 
universities from the list.
When the Deficit 
Reduction Bill went 
into effect, staff mem­
bers at Kansas State 
University’s l.afene 
Health Center had little 
time to prepare for the 
rise in birth control 
costs, said pharmacist 
Mark Brown-Barnett.
“We were notified of 
the price changes in 
1 )ecember and only had 
a day or two to respond,” he said.
and Orthotricyclene prices rose 
from $11 to $49, while other birth 
control prescriptions such as 
Desogen rose from $10 to $20.
Some students have chosen to 
change their birth control prescrip­
tions to less-expensive brands, but 
Brown-Barnett said a doctor must 
approve any prescription change, 
and sometimes new prescriptions 
do not yield the same results. 
Student responses to the price 
increases have ranged from surprise 
to anger, which Brown-Barnett
There arc so many girls in 
collegp on birth control, and 
the discount gave us options to 
protect ourselves and ululate 
our bodies.
— J^en Mayekawa 
I ’ r c - n u r s i n j ;  s t i u i i ' i n
Jen Mayekawa, junior in Spanish 
and pre-nursing, said the rise in 
contraception prices left her unable 
to pay for her monthly prescrip­
tion. She used to pay $10 to $12 a 
month for her birth control pre­
scription, but now is looking into 
insurance coverage to help her pay 
the $50-per-month drug costs.
“Right now. I’ve had to stop tak­
ing it,” Mayekawa said. “ I’m trying 
to find a new clinic that my insur­
ance company will accept, get my 
medical records transferred and 
find a new pharmacy all at 
_______ once. It’s an absolute
three-ring circus.” 
While the govern­
ment's intention was to 
reduce the national 
deficit, Mayekawa said 
cutting the Medicaid 
rebate statute affected a 
very small minority: 
university women.
“There are so many 
girls in college on 
birth control, and the 
discount gave us 
options to protect our- 
" ' " ' selves and regulate our
bodies,” she said. “ I think that cut­
ting off this discount will cause an
Avoid
said he understood.
“We bought as many prescriptions “College students are already 
as possible at the lower price, but paying a lot of money to go to avalanche of problems, including 
we’re beginning to run out of them school, and now they’re paying unplanned pregnancy. It’s just 
now.” more,” he said. “We tell them it was going to snowball.”
Birth control prices rose across the government program that 
the board, but trade-name niedica- raised prices. We didn't want it, but
there is nothing we can do about 
it.”
Some insurance plans cover or 
supplement birth control prices, 
but many women, who pay for the 
prescriptions out of their own
pockets, were hit especially hard by *™ „,.m „stangdaily .tO m  
the price increases. ' '
We've got pleatif of distractioni
turns with no generic alternative 
saw the sharpest increases.
Brown-Barnett said NuvaRing
Burnout
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Study reveals inequality in higher education salaries
Jenna Morrison
I t l K  D A IL Y  U N IV K R S E  (H Y U )
A study published by the American 
Association of University Pmfessors 
Thursday showed an interesting dis­
parity in the salaries of employees of 
dirt'erent universities across the coun­
try.
A comparison of compensation for 
full pnifessors, university presidents 
and head football coaches at NCAA 
Division-1 universities showed that, 
on average, a full-time professor 
makes $101,774, and the average head 
football coach earns $918,238.
Although full-time faculty salaries 
are up, financial inequality in 
American higher education continues 
to increase.
In “Financial Inequality in Higher 
Education: The Annual Report on 
the Economic Status of the 
Profession, 2006-07,” the reports 
states that overall, average faculty 
salaries rose 3.8 percent between 
2(H)5-Of> and 2(K)6-07.
Saranna Thornton, chair of the 
American Association of University 
Professors’ Committee on the 
Economic Status, said the problem 
with salary inequality is most evident
at private universities and 
is more pervasive at pub­
lic schools because they 
are more likely to be 
Division 1-A.
“Nick Saban, head 
football coach at the 
University of Alabama, 
just signed an eight-year 
contract for a salary of $4 
million a year and bonus­
es for each bowl game the 
team makes it to,”
Thornton said.
However, the entire 
budget for the school is 
only $3.5 million a year, 
she said, basically mean­
ing one person makes 
more than the entire budget for the 
school.
“Actions such as this send a bad 
message regarding higher education,” 
she said.
Thornton said there are solutions 
to this increasing gap between salaries 
of football coaches and full-time pro­
fessors.
“The NCAA could play a role in 
promoting guidelines for coaches’ 
salaries because, as of right now, my 
research shows that the average head
This is sending a bad 
message to students 
when the fixjtball coach 
is making 10 times more 
than their professors.
—Saranna Thornton
Chair of the American Association of University 
Professor’s Committee on the Economic Status
football coach at a Division 1-A 
school makes two times more than 
the average college president,” she 
said.
This issue needs to be addressed 
collectively, not just one university or 
college at a time, she said.
“Tax payers and state legislators 
need to demand accountability for 
the universities they fund,” she said.
Inequality in salaries is sending a 
bad message not only to the commu­
nity, but also to the students.
“This is sending a bad mess.ige to
students when the football 
coach is making 10 times 
more than their professors,” 
she said. “What is more 
important? What is taught 
on the field or in the class­
room?”
Thornton suggests that 
the students should 
demand accountability of 
the presidents to facilitate 
fair salaries among all uni­
versity employees.
Brigham Young
University declined to 
make a comment regarding 
_ _ _  any individual’s salary at the 
university.
In order to make sure 
BYU is keeping up with the national 
average of university employees, BYU 
looks at a study in order to compare 
itself with schools of similar size.
At BYU there are three separate 
ranks of professors: assistant professor, 
associate professor and full professor.
“We aim to keep the lower two 
ranks of professors at the national 
average of salaries for schools our 
size,” said Michael Smart of 
University Communications. “We 
have found that our full professors’
salaries are a little below average.”
Why would professors teach here 
for a lower salary, when they could 
teach somewhere else and make more 
money?
“Many professors chose to teach 
here for reasons in addition to com­
pensation,” Smart said.
Most professors feel great support 
here from other faculty members and 
students, as well as a belief in the 
unique mission statement of BYU, he 
said.
“Also, this area has a reasonable cost 
of living that is on average lower than 
locations of other universities our 
size,” he said.
A 2(K)5 survey published by the 
Higher Education Research 
Institution regarding faculty job satis­
faction showed 89 percent of BYU 
professors surveyed said they were 
very satisfied with their jobs, and on 
average, only 80 percent of other pro­
fessors at private universities said they 
were very satisfied.
Additionally, 92 percent of BYU 
professors said they were very satisfied 
with the quality of university stu­
dents, whereas the national average 
was only 75 percent. This survey is 
conducted every three years.
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Interning too costly for some students
Unpaid internships may give you valuable experience, but could leave you broke.
Alexa Vaughn
D A IL Y  I I K U I N  (U C ; i .A )
Out of approximately 600 stu­
dents who applied, 80 were accept­
ed by CBS News last summer, 
where they worked full-time for 10 
weeks on various programs while market. Instead of the'best peo
living in either New York City or pj^ being hired, the people who
job offers — in three and a half ships for several politicians in both 
years of taking on about 160 Sacramento and Washington, D.C. 
interns a year, Curcio said CBS has Now he is just wondering how to 
hired 59 of its interns. pay for it.
But Kamenetz said the amount “The maximum stipend from 
of unpaid interns creates several the D.C. program is $1,300, but it 
problems in the economy and the costs around $4,000 to just to live
Washington, D.C., two of the most 
expensive cities in the world to live 
in.
At the end of it all, 
there was no pay- 
check — a situation 
which is similar to 
what many other 
interns may
encounter.
This spring, thou­
sands of college and 
high school students 
across the country 
will finish writing 
applications, taking 
out loans and seeking 
housing in order to 
do an internship — 
paid or unpaid — this 
summer.
Dario Bravo, manager of 
Internship and Study Abroad 
Services at the UCLA Career 
Center, said doing an internship 
before graduation is essential, even 
if students need to do one that is 
unpaid.
“ It’s not something you can 
choose to do or not to do because 
the No. 1 source of hiring for 
employers today is through their 
internship programs ... not campus 
interview's, job fairs and all that 
stuff,” Bravo said.
But when half of all internships 
are unpaid, according to Vault’s 
career information Web site, some 
say less aflluent students are at a 
disadvantage m the job market.
In addition, some have also ques­
tioned the legality of having 
interns work for free.
According to the Department of 
Labor, a previous Supreme Court 
c.ise mandated that employers can 
have unpaid interns if they provide 
training for the intern and do not 
derive too much “immediate 
advantage from the activities of the 
student.”
Anya Kamenetz, the author of 
"Ceiieration Debt,” wrote m her 
blog that this means many intern 
programs go against the standard 
set by the Department of Labor.
“These requirements directly 
eontr.uhct the premises upon 
which students take internships — 
that they will provide botli valuable 
experience and a path to emplov- 
meiu,” Kamenetz wrote in her 
blog.
Katie CTircio, internship coordi­
nator for ('BS News, said ('BS 
interns are not paid because most 
interns are not paid in the TV 
industry.
“This IS the industry standard. If 
and when it changes we will be 
happy to change with the times,” 
Chircio said of unpaid internships. 
“But (the internship) is definitely a 
valuable experience and it p.iys off 
m the end.”
And interning can lead to future
can afford to work for no pay are 
landing the jobs.
“They tly in the face of meritoc­
It’s not something you can 
choose to do or not to do 
because the No. 1 source o f hiring 
for emplcyers today is througji 
their intemshy programs.
—Dario Bravo
Internship and Study Abroad Services manager at UCLA
racy — you must be rich enough 
to work without pay to get your 
foot in the door,” Kamenetz said in 
a column.
Unless a university hosts a center 
in the city of the internship, as is 
the case with the University of 
California’s centers in Sacramento 
and Washington, D.C., students 
cannot use financial aid to cover 
internship costs, Bravo said.
Zafir Shaiq, a first-year econom­
ics student, said he has submitted 
his application for unpaid intern-
there for two months,” Shaiq said. 
“But I have some money saved up 
from my job and my parents are 
going to help, so 1 think 1 can pay 
for it with the combination of 
everything.”
Eric Lochtefeld, 
president of the 
University of Dreams 
internship program, 
said he is sad to turn 
away people who can­
not afford to do an 
unpaid internship, but 
students have to accept 
that this is the way the 
job market works now.
For $6,500 to 
$9,000, Lochtefeld said 
the program places cus­
tomers in unpaid
________  internships for New
Line Cinema, Hearst 
Corporation, MTV and Sony 
Music Entertainment and several 
other companies with housing and 
career-building seminars included.
“One thing to realize is that I’ve 
got 27 employees who are 
(University of Dreams) alumni, and 
they came from middle-class back­
grounds, took out loans, and it 
worked out fc^ r them as a full-time 
job,” Lochtefeld said.
Randy Hagihara, internship 
director for the Los Angeles Times, 
said he wonders how' some
employers get away with not pay­
ing their interns. The Los Angeles 
Times pays their interns $600 a 
week for 10 weeks.
“We believe that if a person is 
good enough to worl: at the paper, 
they should be compensated for it,” 
Hagihara said.
Hagihara also said the L.A. 
Times pays interns in order to 
compete with other publications 
for the best journalists.
According to Lochtefeld, taking 
out loans to do such internships if 
need be is just part of working up 
the corporate ladder.
“The reality is that most compa­
nies don’t have to pay their interns 
because they have so many students 
willing to work for free,” 
Lochtefeld said.“It’s an unfortunate 
reality, but if they are paid, it’s for a 
reason — to compete with better 
recruiters, not because they believe 
it’s altruistic. It’s about the hottom 
line for most employers.”
Kamenetz also pointed out in 
her column that unpaid internships 
may be creating too much free 
labor in the corporate world.
CBS spends some money on 
interns’ living expenses though, 
Curcio said. “We do give our 
interns meal tickets.”
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Second-year housing at Poly about to get easier
Ryan Cliartraiul
tl. \\C. 1>MI'
t!.il I'oK tivshiiioMi trving to liw  on 
impus tor .1 second yc'.ir .uv torcc'd to 
pl.iv .1 lottcTN u.iiiK- in hopes ot p:ettin^ 
in .ip.irtinent.
I'or next ve.ir's tivslimen, lum ew i. 
rlie elunees ot' winmiict will be t.ii 
.tre.iter tlunks to .1 new 27-aere on- 
.inipiis .ip.irtinent project c'.illed I’oK 
c ;.invon Vill.i^e.
riie first pli.ise ot the project will 
^e re.id\ in tall 20(IS and will otter 
I.U)7 beds .ind parking; spaces.
W hen the second phase is coni- 
deted in tall 2(Ki‘). Poly Ci.inxon 
V'illaite w ill house a total ot'2.7UO stu­
dents. iiearK doubling current resi­
dence hall spaces. It will also prinide 
ipproxinlately parking spaces
w ith two parking structures.
The C'alitbrnia State UniversitN 
Hoard ot Trustees issued S2P> million 
in bonds to help tliiid the project, 
which is the largest dormitory in the 
nation.
AnycMie vvhci has passed by the 
construction site, located adjacent to 
the cMi-campus apartment complex 
CT*rro Vista, can see that the project is 
coming along rapidly thanks to tavor- 
■ ihle weather since the project's start in 
March 2<M)6.
‘T in very encouraged by the 
progress," Cial Poly Housing director 
Preston Allen said“ ln tact. I’m getting 
more and more nervous each clay, 
because it Icsoks like it’s moving along 
extremely quickly.”
Poly Canyon Village conic's as a 
response to C'.al Poly’s Master Plan,
fa’ ■'S -i.vAW.y. :iméA,«%.■
■ m
S I
IX ; i>
GRAIG MANTLf. MUSTANc; OAllY
With the addition of 2,700 beds by fall 2009, Poly Canyon Village will allow Cal Poly to house more fresh­
men and sophomores on campus. The opening may also alleviate rental costs within San Luis Obispo.
which calls tor increasing enrollment 
from abcaut 17,(MMl students to about 
20,9(M) students.
Increased enrollment, however, 
means a need for more housing.
"The university really wants to be 
able to offer a two-year commitment 
to housing for students in their first 
and second year," Allen said.
Through Cerro Vista, C'al Poly only 
offers 8(K) beds to the 2,783 residence
hall freshmen who might want to live 
on campus for a secciiid year. With the 
addition of Poly C'anyon Village, Cal 
Poly can house 3,500 sopluimores.
“In a perfect world, we’d like to be 
able tci offer all 2,7(K) students an 
oppcirtunity to gci right over to Poly 
C'anyon Village and O rro  Vista,” 
Allen said.
At this point, the cost to live at Poly 
C'anyon Village will be in sync with
O rro  Vista so that students pay the 
same at each complex.
“I don’t want to create a have and 
have-not, so at this point we’re look­
ing at the two apartment communi­
ties being in line with each other,” 
Allen said.
A four-bedroom apartment at 
Cerro Vista currently costs $5,784 per 
year with two different payment 
plans, all of which equate to apptoxi-
m.itely $()75 per month.
In comparison. .1 tour-bedroom 
apartment with private bedrooms at 
Mustang Village, an apartment com­
plex adjacent to C'al Poly, currentlv 
costs per month on a one-vear
lease.
Although C'erro Vista and Poh 
(7invon Village will cost the same, 
each will have its own benefits.
Allen noted CT'rro Vista’s beautiful 
view of ('al Polv. for example Poh 
( 'anvon Village is a much more open 
complex with retail space, in 
Olynipic-size swimmiiig pool and r 
closer to the sports complex.
l\)lv Canyon Village w ill offer both 
shared and private bedroisms, where.is 
(T'rro Vista only offers private bed­
rooms.
"1 imagine all of these things w ill 
balance out and there will be won- 
dertiil things in both communities, 
but there will also be some things that 
students w411 appreciate more than 
others,” he said.
Poly C'anyon Village will consist of 
three neighborhoods of residence 
buildings, several conference rooms, 
study rooms, fitness facilities, food and 
other services.
Near the front of the complex is a 
plaza, w’hich will be used for retail 
space and creating a social environ­
ment.
“We designed this plaza, and we 
really want it to be the hub,” Allen 
said. “We think the students wiU want 
to eat, enjoy themselves with some 
entertainment and buy some things so
see Poly Canyon, page 47
RealEstate
Search local listings
online!
Farrell Sm yth has been established in 
San Luis O bispo for 25 years, and the 
agents service all o f  San Luis O bispo 
County. W e are a m em ber o f  the San 
Luis O bispo Association o f  R E A L ­
T O R S  ® and M ultiple L isting Service. 
W e advertise all o f  our listings in several 
publications to maximize exposure. O u r 
office is open 7 days a week.
You will also be able to:
Calculate your monthly loan pay­
ment by using our loan calculator
The price range o f homes you 
can afford by using our price 
calculator
All available on 
our website
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continued from  page 46 
they don’t have to get in their cars and 
go downtown to buy books or 
clothes.”
With the addition of 1,9(M) parking 
spaces in the two parking structures at 
l\)ly C'anyon Village, University 
Police Department associate director 
Cindy C'ainpbell hopes the incmased 
parking will help the current parking 
issues. ^
“We’re hoping that Poly C'anyon 
Village’s parking will have a trickle- 
down etfect and help open up more 
spots in the general parking lot where 
those sophomores might have 
parked,” C'ampbell said in fall 2006.
While Poly C'anyon Village is 
designed for future freshmen living in 
the dorms who want to continue liv­
ing on campus, some current fresh­
men would prefer to live oft campus 
m their second year.
“I’m done with living on campus,” 
said mechanical engineering freshman 
Mike Shrieve. “Sure, it’s close to class 
and you can meet new people, but 
where can’t you meet new people?” 
Shrieve said.
Shrieve found living on campus 
too strict and is more than ready to 
move to somewhere off campus.
Living on campus a second year has 
its advantages, however. First and fore­
most, Allen said, is the convenience of 
being at the university.
“You’re able to participate in cam­
pus programs, activities, meetings, 
appointments you might have and 
you might even be working on cam­
pus as well,” he said.
Living on campus can help mini­
mize the amount of distractions tak­
ing the focus away fixim more impor­
tant matters, Allen said.
Cal Poly’s housing program also 
makes the application process easier 
by not requiring an application fee, 
security deposit or a deposit for utili­
ties.
“Also, the biggest drop in success 
is that sophomore year,” Allen said. 
“C?al Poly does an outstanding job in 
that first year due to the fact that 
they’ve got the support programs, 
they have the resident advisers in 
place to keep them focused and 
they’re surrounded by the campus 
reminding them why they’re here.” 
The second year, it’s almost like 
they’re starting over, he said.
“You have to go out into the 
community and go through a com­
pletely different orientation,” Allen 
said. “I think being on the campus 
will be instrumental in getting them 
to that junior year.”
For aerospace engineering sopho­
more Kyan Tom, however, living off 
campus was far more beneficial aca­
demically than living in the dorms.
“Living so close together in the 
dorms can make it get a little crazy, 
whereas living off campus allow s you 
to have more privacy,”Tom said.
Freshmen who do choose to con­
tinue living on campus can only do 
so for one more year. After that, it’s 
time to move off campus.
“It’s my thinking that students 
w ho are at that level within their col­
lege experience are much better fit 
in the community,” Allen said.
The Poly Cianyon Village project is 
also the first Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design certified 
project at Cal Poly and the largest in 
the eSU system.
“It’s a matter of ensuring that the 
things we are building, creating, pro­
viding and offering are going to sus­
tain society,” Allen said. “Poly 
Canyon Village keeps a close eye on 
that and we’re really happy about it.” 
With Cerro Vista and the resi­
dence halls combined. Cal Poly has a 
total of 3,583 beds. Upon comple­
tion of the Poly Canyon Village pro­
ject, Cal Poly will have 6,2(K) beds 
and the largest housing progVam in 
the eSU  system.
Looking for student 
housing and just can't 
find any?
Want to be able to pick 
your roommates?
Talk to your parents about investing in a 
home or condo in SLO. It can be cheaper 
than renting and can pay for your 
college tuition!
Susie Brans 
(805)550-8833
Aurignac ^
h ASStXIATES
Feeling like crap?
Get the day's 
top stories and 
more at
w w w . m i i H f c c m f f d a i l y ' . c o m
M U RRAY  STATION
youK home while you're awa^ from home
walking distance to poly 
- sparkling pool
- on-site management
- study room
- on-call maintenance staff
- beautiful grounds 
- clean apartments
- BBQ grills
check us out ati
w w w . m u r r a y s t a t l o n a p a r
1262 Murray Street 
phone: 805.541.3856 fax: 805.541.5
T U R N - K E Y  R e a l É s t â t ë l
MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC
Apartm ents sta rtin g  at
1 B ed room ......................... $ 675.00/mo
2 B e d ro o m s......................................... $ 1025.00/mo
3 B e d ro o m s......................................... $ 1550.00/mo
Houses sta rtin g  at
2 B e d ro o m s......................................... $ 1450.00/mo
3 B e d ro o m s......................................... $ 1750.00/mo
4 B e d ro o m s......................................... $ 2300.00/mo
5 B e d ro o m s......................................... $ 2500.00/mo
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY
W W W . t u r  n - k e y m g m t . c o m
541-0221
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H ow  to survive finding a place ofF campus
T here was this house. It was perfect. It had lots of rooms, appliances and furniture, and it was close to a bus 
stop and a really great shopping center. It was 
in a nice, peaceful neighborhood and far away 
from the possibility of some random drunk 
vomiting on the lawn.
Best of all, a friend was going to get me and 
my roommates’ collective foot through the 
door.
And then, we lost the house.
1 was quite disappointed. The house really 
was near perfect. Maybe a little on the grungy 
side, but knowing my roommates and 1, we 
would have cleaned it up nicely.
The thing is, there are five of us and it’s real­
ly hard to find an adequate place. Most of us 
want single rooms because of boyfriends and 
privacy issues, but we don’t want to pay $700 
a month.
Finding a house has been quite the struggle. 
But in our quest for a nice four- or five- 
bedroom place. I’ve learned a few things.
First is, look wherever you can. Gather 
up your roommates and decide what you
want. The Mustang Daily has a few listings as 
does The Tribune, especially if you want to 
find a house outside of San Luis Obispo.
Also, there is the miracle that is the Internet. 
Many Web sites have rental listings, even 
my.calpoly.edu.
Getting as many listings as possible is one of 
the best things you can do. Not only can you 
comparison shop this way, but you also have 
more chances of getting the abode you want.
The next best thing you can do is start 
NOW. Good and cheap housing goes fast. 
This is a college town and there are 18,0()() of 
us competing for living space! Only a few 
thousand students actually live on campus, so 
you still have 15,(K)() to 16,000 students racing 
for a place to live.
Then I would start looking at these places. 
Don’t go into anything blind, even if you’re 
desperate. While you’re there, start asking 
questions. Are utilities included? How does the 
landlord like the rent to be paid? Is there a gar­
dener? Trash service? Ask about the lease. Ask 
about any little detail you can think of. If 
you can’t think of anything, talk to your par­
ents or another relative who may have 
had experience in renting. They’ll think 
of something that you didn’t.
You can also try to get your parents 
(and/or your roommates’ parents too) to 
invest in a house. I know this might seem 
totally impossible, but housing is one of 
the best investments anyone can make. 
They wouldn’t just be investing in a place 
for you to live, but a place for you to have 
for, quite possibly, the rest of your life.
Buying a house is not just a good 
investment, it has other benefits. Houses 
for sale are probably going to be much 
nicer than many of the rental properties 
for students.
Also, with a house of your own, you 
have more liberties than a rental proper­
ty. You could paint and remodel it as you 
like.
Ultimately, it seems like my room­
mates and I are going to move into a 
house that one of our parents bought. It’s 
taken us time, but in a way, it wasn’t that 
difiicult at all.
Haw to Survi^^
with Oanieiia^Orihuela*Grub'er
Danietia Orihuela-Gruber is a journalism  
sophomore and Mustang Daily staff 
writer and online columnist. Check out 
her columns every Friday at 
www.mustangdaily.com.
( S t e n n e r  Q le n
''Student liv ing a t its finest"
www.stennerglen.com
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Open House Sat 12-4PM  
8 8 0  VISTA DEL BRISA
íHíiS?-.
1115 Oceanaire, San Luis Obispo
Popular laguna lake area 
.5 bedrooms, 1.75 bathrooms, 2 car garage 
ga.s/woodbuming fireplace, new dual pain windows 
kitchen with tiled firs and built-in counters 
cathc*dral ceilings, 5-year-old roof
Signature Properties 
Call Amy: 805-459-1005
*
I  W / ;
Th« Wall
P o s t  a com m ent on  ou r wall
Post
mustangdaily.com
SAN LUIS OBISPO-Well maintained three bed, two bath home 
surrounded by lush landscaping in Laguna Shores. Master bedroom faitur> 
ing vaulted ceiling, l a ^  walk-in closet and master bath with oversized 
walk-in tile shower. Living room widi wood burning fireplace and vaulted 
ceiling with skylight. Also features oversized 2-car garage with ample storage. 
Near schools, shopping and bus transportation. Take 101 S. to Los Osos 
Valley Rd. R i^ t  on Los Osos Valley Rd. Right on Descanso. Left: on Vista 
Del Brisa. Offered at $635,000
Lynn Cooper: 805-235-0493
W W W  W i K o n a n d C o S o t h f b y s R « M l t y  ( o m
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Listen to somethino 
NEW on your iPod
updated 
daily ®
FREE
P o d c a s ts
podcasts podcasts podcasts
I
m u s t a n a d a i ly .c o m
BDGld
Townhouse Apartment Living for Students
tJEWtOOM
UVIN6R00M□
□
< u
’ ‘
»EOROOMo
0
■F
0
i7
PEOKOOM
o
FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR
FLOOR PLAN
Great Amenities...
Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units 
Each Bedroom is individually leased 
Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool 
Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access 
Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong 
TV Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VCR  
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants 
On SLO City Bus Route 
Convenient Leasing Options 
Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm 
GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades 
Full-time Maintenance Department 
24 hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance 
We Accept Visa or Mastercard
Apply now snd roceiv© \
$100 dollars off i
1st Months rent w/ this
Expires 6/30/07 i
1 coupon ________J
Walking distance to Campus!
O n-site  T o u rs  W e e k d a y s 9am -5pm
P o ly  O pen  H o u se  W eekend; Sa tu rd ay  10am -4pm
and  S u n d a y  10am -2pm
555  R am on a  Drive, S a n  L u is  O b isp o  C A  93405
tel 805-543-1450 fax 805-543-1477 w w w .va lenciaapartm ents.com
gtfaaeammfm
-'‘l’- Vw. , Í.'
www.mustansdaily.comi
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Cal Poly under construction
Evan Rudd
M U V I A N C  D A I IY
Several major eonstriietion projects have reshaped the appearance ot' C’al Molv’s 
campus over the last tew vears and 
students can e.xpect more con­
struction to come.
The biggest project was the 
construction and renovation ot 
the Alex (i. Spanos Stadium, 
which was ccnnpleted m Februarv.
rhe stadium was a very com­
plex project that came with an 
aggressive schedule tor comple­
tion, said Facilities I’lannmg and 
C^ipital Projects Associate 
1 )irector Johan Uyttewaal.
The construction of the stadi­
um would bring the total number 
of seats to 11,775. T he construc­
tion also realigned C'alifornia 
Iknilevard, widened the athletic 
phiying field, and added Memorial 
Plaza at the southwest corner of 
the stadium.
Nearby, the Engineering IV 
building opened m March, but lab 
classrooms won’t be ready until this 
Fill.
lYojects still under construction 
include I’oly C^anyon Village, an 
apartment complex for students 
that will accomnuidate approxi­
mately 2,679 students. See page 46 
for the full story.
Faculty and staff began 
moving into some of 
Bella Montañas 69 
apartments in December. 
The complex, located off 
campus, is the only
housing open exclusively of U S. Highway 1 and
to professors and staff.
staff apartment complex is 
still under construction, 
although some families 
have already moved in. 
Bella Montaña is located off 
campus at the intersection
The first phase of the project is 
expected to be finished in June of 
2008 and the completion of the 
project is set for June of 2009.
With more students living on 
campus, the C'al Poly Housing and 
Residential Life department decid­
ed to renovate its own building 
too.
“The past three or four years 
have been really hectic for us,” 
Uyttewall said.
A new housing administra­
tion building is nearly com­
plete and on track to open next 
month.
The 8,300 square foot build­
ing will prtwide a facility for 
prospective students and their 
families to be introduced to the Cal 
Poly housing program, and to serve 
present and future housing devel-
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANC, DAILY
opments on campus.
Students aren’t the only ones most
getting new housing. A faculty and there, said Dr. Barbara Jackson,
Highland Drive.
Limited housing supply 
and overwhelming demand 
111 San Luis Obispo (wiuntv 
have created a critical need 
for faculty and staff hous­
ing, Uyttewall said.
I he Bella Montaña units 
should help recruit new fac­
ulty and retain existing staff.
A new building 
for construction 
management and 
a r c h i t e c t u r e 
m.ijors called the 
CYmter for
C' o n s t r u c t i o n 
Excellence is also 
underway on 
Perimeter Drive 
next to the 
G r a p h i c  
Communications 
building. The pro­
ject is expected to 
be completed in 
May of 2(M)8.
“The building is 
innovative model out
M e lissa  Kues
Welcome Cal Poly Parents and Students!!!
Now is the time to invest in 
both of your futures!
With interest rates at an all-time low and the housing 
market on its way back up, now is the time to buy!
- Let the appreciation on a home or condo help pay 
for your kids college tuition or that student loan.
Give Melissa Kues, The Cal Poly Realtor,
A Call & Let Her Help You Find A Place Called Home!
DIRECT: 805.844.9767 
MELISSA@AURIGNACANDASSOCIATES.COM
Aurignac
& ASSOCIATES
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I )ircctor t)f the ('alitoriiKi C A'litcr tor 
t'oMStriKtion EdiK'.itioii.
There will be seven new labs 
based on industry sectors including 
contract adniinistration, safety inan- 
ageinent and scheduling.
“The building is a whole new 
model of tying curriculum with the 
facilities,” Jackson said.
The O n te r  for C^onstruction 
Excellence integrates the multiple 
factions of construction management 
and was funded by both public and 
private sectors.
Cal Poly has built projects off 
campus as well. A seaw'ater pumping 
system was completed at Avila Beach 
on a pier in San Luis Bay in March.
The new CkMiter tor C'oastal 
Marine Sciences facilitv will be 
used to provide life support for 
local tauna and tlora for both 
undergraduate education and col­
laborative research etforts.
There are several other projects 
still in the planning phase of con­
struction. A new science center is 
the next big project that is expect­
ed to start in the summer of 200S. 
The new building will be four to 
five stories tall and will require the 
demolition of part of the existing 
science building.
Plans have also been revealed for 
renovation of Kennedy Library 
and the Davidson Music building.
w i 'W.
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANi; iMiiv
The Alex G. Spanos stadium was recendy renovated to 
include more seating, a memorial plaza and more.
The construction management department will see a 
new building like the drawing, left, in May 2008.
The Engineering IV building, top left, is partially open 
now and will be ready for full use this fall.
Can't find a place 
to live off campus?
rr
w O ’F a rre H Sm v th ln c
a r a il  a a t a t t  c o m p a n y
21 Santa Rosa Street, Suite 100 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405 
Rental office 805 543 2636 
Sales office 805 543 2172 
www.farrellsmyth.com
Then you haven’t tried
Farrell Sm yth Inc.
Farrell Sm yth Inc. is a full 
service independent real estate 
brokerage w ith 13 agents, a 
property m anagem ent staff o f  
eight, and 29 years o f  real 
estate experience in San Luis 
Obispo.
C h e c k  o u t o u r on line  ren ta l list w h ich  
provides a ren ta l propriety 's:
Description Image Estimation 
Availability Directions
Application
-eV ■ I
‘%i;• Í. ■ a rre llS m y A
www.f arrel Ismyth .com
Your NewHOME
Awaits You!
t f ’A V
#■
• 2 Pools 
• 2 Aero Park
• 3 Fitness Centers
• 6 Laundry Centers
• Convenience Store
• Computer Center with
W ireless internet
• Basketball Court
• Upgraded Apts
• Creekside Views
• 11 Different Floor Plans
• Individual Leases
• Roommate Matching Availrri>le
• Planned Activities
yt
MUSTANGV1L L A G E
A P A R T M E N T S
1 Mustang Drive, SLO. CA 93405  
info@livemustangvillage.com
Lease an apartment home now 
and lock in the preview pricing. 
Secure your place this Fail!
Housing is Kmited.80 avoid 
missing out $i(pi up today and 
take advantage of our special 
rates starling from only $450
805.783.2500
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W àtdi your bum: Japanese 
toilets m ight catch fire
Dine-ln, Take-Out and Full Service Catering
TOKYO — Japans leading toilet 
maker Toto Ltd. is offering free 
repairs for 180,000 bidet toilets after 
wiring problems caused several to 
catch fire, the company said 
Monday.
The electric bidet accessory of 
Totos Z series caught fire in three 
separate incidents between March 
2006 and March 2007, according to 
company spokeswoman Emi Tanaka. 
The bidet sent up smoke in 26 other 
incidents, the company said.
“Fortunately, nobody was using 
the toilets when the fire broke out 
and there were no injuries,” Tanaka 
said. “The fire would have been just 
under your buttocks.”
The company will repair 180,(M)0 
toilet units manufactured between 
May 1996 and December 2001 for 
free, she said. A manufacturing defect 
is thought to have led to the faulty 
wiring.
Toto has been a pioneer in high- 
tech toilets fitted with pressurized 
water sprayers — a standard fixture 
m Japanese homes.
The popular Z series features a 
pulsating massage spray, a power 
dryer, built-in-the-bowl deodoriz­
ing filter, the “Tornado Wash” flush 
and a lid that opens and closes auto­
matically. Prices range from $1,680 
to $2,600.
The model is not sold overseas.
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE-
ttm
■ a r i " '
Come enjoy our new 
dining room
&
Don't forget to reserve 
space now for graduation 
parties
I Robbery suspea runs errands
Û
www.mamasmeatball.com phone: 805-544-0861
NORTON SHORES, Mich. — 
A suspected bank robber took a cab 
to and from an afternoon heist and 
ended his day running errands, like 
visiting an elementary school, before 
being caught, police said.
Randy Benka, 55, who has previ­
ous robbery convictions in New 
York City, was charged with bank 
robbery and faces up to life in prison 
if convicted. He was being held in 
county jail on a $5()(),()()0 bond.
Police told The Muskegon 
C'hronicle that the robbery hap­
pened in Norton Shores on April
12. The suspect left the bank in the 
same cab that had delivered him, 
police said.
At some point, the suspect “actu­
ally told the cab driver he robbed 
the bank,” Norton Shores Police Lt. 
Tim LaVigne said. “The cab driver 
thought he was joking.”
Near Holland, police said the sus­
pect gave the driver money and 
ordered him to purchase a cell 
phone. Police said he then went to 
an elementary school where he 
claimed his daughter attended, say­
ing he wanted to give her money.
M «lb -  Srtl.
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CLAM  C H O W D ER  CHAM PSU 
14 YEA R S AW AR D-W IN N IN Q I
Come to our original location by the beach in Pismo 
or our new location at 1491 Monterey in SLO!
Both locations featura:
our fam ous aw ard w inn ing  clam  chow der in freshly  
baked sourdough  bread bowls. Fresh fish & chips, calam ari, 
grilled  fish sandw iches Fish tacos, salads and more!
SLO also has a full service bafceiyl ^
Breakfast pastries, cookies, cakes,fruit desserts & chocolates! *
Como Into the caifb In ^  for broalcfbslHwo open at 7HMhim
Take ou^p#alU|||efrom  either location
Universities increase eflPorts to 
ensure application legitim acy
S 'J t  « If
*■ i
% I ’ l  W o  HiWO Tw o L o c . il io n s ;
^  Pismo Beach: 197 Pomeroy 805.773.4653 
San L iiis  Ohispo: 1491 Monterey StretM 805.544.7567
Gait Speaker & Laura HoiTman
OVAllhK Daiiy (U.Vikiunia)
Great college applications .illow 
students to share acconiplishinents, 
aspirations and extracurricular activi­
ties. Yet with the number of college 
and university applicants rising 
nationwide, higher education institu­
tions are nmv putting more effort and 
resources into validating the accuracy 
of student applications.
“We are in a world where people 
can distort information — the 
enhanced resume,” said Marlyn 
McGrath Lewis, admission director at 
Harvard C'.ollege.
I farvard most recently added a for­
mer professional background checker 
to its undergraduate admission staff in 
an effort to curb the inclusion of 
fraudulent information on applica­
tions. Similarly, the University of 
California system now randomly 
“spot checks” about 10 percent of the 
applications it receives to ensure that 
activities listed on the applications are 
accurate.
While Harvard does not have an 
established procedure for validating 
application facts, “getting more infor­
mation is the key,” according to 
McGrath Lewis.
McGrath Lewis added that 
Harvard particularly looks for incon­
sistencies between the quality of an 
applicants grades and essays.
The University ofVirginia does not 
currently have a similar pnicess of 
admissions review; however, Dean of
Admissions John Blackburn noted 
that procedures are in place if an 
applicants information is found to be 
false.
“ If (students) knowingly falsify 
information they are subjected to 
removal from the university,” 
Blackburn said. “Sometimes, quite 
rarely, we come across false informa­
tion.”
Blackburn noted that most appli­
cants know about the honor code 
which helps to prevent the submis­
sion of false informatitin but added,
■ We are not like magazines and news­
papers, we don’t have fact checkers.”
While neither Blackburn nor 
McCirath Lewis indicated that the 
popular option of applying online has 
led to an increase in falsification of 
information, McCirath Lewis said the 
more impersonal the process, the 
greater the student’s perception of his 
anonymity in a pool of applicants.
“I also can imagine that if there’s a 
bigger distance between you and the 
admissions office, you might be more 
willing to falsify information,” she 
said.
AvoidBurnout
www.mustangdaily.com
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One of the Top Salons
in San Luis Obispo
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We carry:
Sexy Hair Line | Joico 
Back to Basics | Bed Head 
Catwalk I Kenra I Paul Sherri
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For Men and Women:
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Facials | Massage | Body Waxing 
Hair Cutting | Specific Event Styles | Coloring 
Perming | Highlighting | Lowlighting 
Thermal Permanent Straightening
Call for an appointment
805.544.4101
OPEN
7 Days 
a week
3000 Broad St. Space 107
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
Next to Staples in the Brickyard
